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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight and Wednesday Local
Rain or Snow

VOL XXX U Xo. 96
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SHEEHAN SHOULD FILIBUSTER IN THE
WITHDRAW SAYS

SENATE LASTS

CROKER

ALLJGHT

FORMER TAMMANY LEADER URG - I FOES OF LORIMER
RESORT
ES TERMINATION
OF NEW
EXTREME TACTICS TO PR
YORK DEADLOCK
VENT A VOTE

VIEWS IT ASA CALAMITY INSURGENT
WELFARE OF STATE AND NATION
usmands RETIREMENT OF
CANDIDATE

STATEMENT IS

SENATOR

OF

KANSAS,

O'CLOCK 'TODAY

A. SURPRISE COMPROMISE

AS A RESULT, THE SENA
TORIAL ROW HAS BEEN FUR.
THER MUDDLED

UNSUCCESSFUL

BRIEF

ADJOURNMENT
TAKEN,
ENDING LEGISLATIVE DAY, AND
NEW START IS MADE

Richard Oroker

Washington, Feb.

28.

The senate

has added an interesting feautre to at 8:09 o'clock this morning took a
the New York senatorial muddle. Inlrces8 until 11, Senator Bristow 4iold
a dispatch from Palm Beach, Fla., Mr. inS the floor at the. time, after an all
Croker says:
night filibuster against a vote in the
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two-third-

ST.

WOOL MARKET

WARFARE

ROW STARTEDOVER

SHOW MORE BRIDGEWARE BURNED

WHEN PICTURE

THEATER FOR WHEN THEY
HAVE
NOTHING
PEOPLE OPENED THE
ELSE TO DO, INSURRECTOS
TROUBLE BEGAN
ATTACK RAILROADS

COLORED

THE BUILDING WAS WRECKED SORTIE BY FEDERAL

-

FORCE

HEAVY

DOWNPOUR OF RAIN AT SIX HUNDRED REGULARS
FROM
MIDNIGHT DISPERSED THE
JUAREZ ON A STILL HUNT
RIOTERS
FOR THE ENEMY

Fort

VERY DULL

Boston, Feb. 28. The Boston wool
market continues dull. Trading is
smaller in volume than for
some
weeks. Values have weakened, especially in domestic wool, while Califor
nia wool is particularly low. There
is little interest locally in the new
clip and none of the Boston firms
have made contracts for wool on the
sbeeps' back as usually is the case at
this time of the year. The principal
trading has been in territory wool and
some fine and fine mediums in Wy
cents. Bet
oming has sold for 17
ter inquiry Ms reported among pulled
wool.
The foreign product is fairly
strong.
2

SOUTHERN LEAGUE MEETING
La.
TZUMa.
"
ana cnro owners or tne souther?
league arrived in town today for thV
annual spring meeting which is to be
held tomorrow at the St. Charles
Hotel. The adoption of the schedule
will be the principal business of the
meeting. The schedule that has been
prerared by the committee and which
doubtless will receive the approval ot
the magnates, provides for a season
of 140 games opening April 15 and
closing September 10.

?ew Orleans,

Worth,

Texas, Feb.

28.

For

El Paso, Tex.,

Feb.

28

Advices

three hours last night a mob of a from Torreon, state that the recent
thousand or more men and boys had
federal victory over the insurrectos at
full possession of the downtown sec
tion of the city during which time half Nazas station, resulted in one federal
dozen negroes were roughly hand being killed and three wounded and
led, scores of other- - were chased un
til they eluded the mob or found
places of refuge and thousands of dol
lars worth of damage was done buildings occupied by negroes.
The trouble began when a picture
show for negroes opened Its doors at
8 o'clock. Bricks were hurled into
the building wrecking the place and
scattering the occupants. The mob
then began a systematic hunt for negroes sweeping through the principal
,
thoroughfares.
In tae helghth of the trouble the
excitement was added to by the acci
dental shooting and killing of a negro
porter by a bartender. At midnight
a harti shower of rain dispersed the
rioters. Many negroes wereJiealn.
.-
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EXPECT

REMOVAL

FOUND VOICE AFTER 33 YEARS

Following on the heels of the re
port from Albuquerque that Rev. J.
I. Seder, of Albuquerque, superintenn
dent of the New Mexico
League, is to be removed, comes the
report that his actions in strenuously
opposing statehood for New Mexico
have not met the approval of the
temperance people of this community.
n
A member of the
League,
in conversation with a representative
of The Optic, stated that Mr. Seder
had conducted hia campaign unauthor-izeby the members of the league.
THREE DRINK WOOD He said
that he and other members
of the organization residing here had
never been consulted by Mr. Seder
ALCOHOL AND DIE other than by being asked to contribute regularly to his support. He
stated further that as far as the local
INVICTIMS
WERE SHOSHONE
membership of the league is concern
DIANS ON RESERVATION IN
ed, Mr. Seder's actions are not ap
proved, and he and the other leaguers
WYOMING
would not be surprised to see the
reverend
gentleman separated from
Lander, Wyo., Feb. 28. Wood alhis
job.
cohol, obtained from an unknown
source, has caused the death at Fort
NO ACTION ON SITE
Washakie, of George Enos his eighteenThat
the
present congress will not
-year-old
son George, jr., and
fix the site for the Las Vegas post- Indians.
Shoshone
all
Herelle,
t
was
which appropriation
Luke Smith is seriously ill. George office, for
suc
thah
but
some
the
time
made
ago,
foota
and
jr., was a Carlisle student
so
will
do
readily is
ceeding conrgess
ball player of note.
the statement made to George A.
Fleming, secretary of the Commercial
McCALL CONGRATULATED
club, in a letter from W. H. Andrews,
Washington, Feb.
delegate from New Mexico. Mr. AnSamuel W. McCall of Massachusetts, drews states he has received the bill
who has been engineering the fight drafted by the joint committee of the
the Commercial club and the Las Vegas
for Canadian reciprocity in
House, received the congratulations club 'fixing the site for the location
of his colleagues today on the occas on Douglas avenue now partially, ocion of his sixtieth birthday anniver- - cupied by the First Presbyterian
sity. Mr. McCall was born In Fenn- church, and has presented it. Mr.
of
resident
a
has
been
but
Andrews says the various committees
sy'vania,
Massaohuetts ever since he was ad- have ceased reporting bills for this
mitted to the bar in 1876, two years session. Otherwise the Las Vegas
after his graduation from Dartmouth postofflce site bill undoubtedly would
He has represented the be passed. The site was agreed upon
College.
Eighth Massachusetts district in Con by leading men of both sides of the
gress for nearly twenty years and is river as the most appropriate and con"
among those who will continue to sit venient location.
in the House after March 4.
Anti-Saloo-

Anti-Saloo-

d

.
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BURNS

four insurrectos killed and several
wounded. All trains are held up at
Beremejillo, with burned bridges in
all directions. The insurrectos burned all second class mail there and
took a federal colonel a prisoner.
The Insurrecto band that took
Zaragosa last week, has moved . to
Olivas, and one hundred cavalry have
been sent after them, A bridge was
burned near Santa Clara end horses
taken from several ranches in the
neighborhood.
Six hundred federal troops which
left Juarez Monday night spent the
night at Gazman, and left this morning for Caeas Grandes. No trace

.-

OF SEDER

,

nt

GUERILLA

FOR THREE HOURS TEXAS CITY SEVERAL
CASUALTIES IN RECENT
WAS AT MERCY OF FRENZIED
FIGHT AT' NAZAS STATION
MOB
NEAR TORREON

the constitution and found these charges unsustained by the
facts. The committee recommends that the organic act be
at once approved by congress.
V
MILLIONS

A

RACE RIOT

Washington, Feb. 28 (Bulletin) The constitution for the
new state of New Mexico, was today unanimously approved
by the House Committee on Territories. The committee
carefully and fully investigated all charges of fraud and
corruption in connection with the framing and ratification of

s---.
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IN FT. WORTH

COMMITTEE ON TERRITORIES

STRATTON

CITY FDTTTnM

,

-

ONE MAN KILLED REBELS KEEP OP

NEW MEXICO'S CONSTITUTION

CLAIMS

-

1

...

Colorado Springs, Colo., Feb. 28.
Lorinier case. Unanimous consent for
BLANKET OF SNOW
Mrs.
Sarah N.
a recess was asked by Senator Bailey,
in order that important conferences Chellew, a four times widow, of Lead-ville- ,
is going to have all kinds of COVERS THE COUNTY
nsh be held.
AH night long the senate struggled trouble getting half of the estate of
with the Lorimer case, the friends the late Winfield Scott Stratton, milo
the Illinois senator fighting to lionaire mining operator and philan- THE FALL HERE WAS EXACTLY
break down the determination of his thropist. Mrs. Chellew, or Mrs. Ken
THREE INCHES ABUNDANCE
opponents not to permit a vote unless nedy, as she still calls' herself, claims
OF MOISTURE 'ASSURED
Important concessions were made to be the widow of Winfield Scott
tnem in relation to important meas- Stratton, whom she accuses of having
Miguel county, after partially
deserted her In Texas, after 'securing
ures of Pending legislation
from beneath the blanket
emerging'
When the reoesis was taken it was $10,000 from her with which' a buy a of snow that fell almost a week
ago,
ranch1
in
1907
As
state.
as
that
late
reported there was a chance for an
is again tucked gently away beneath
agreement. The basis of the propos Mrs. ,N.
several inches of white. Snow began
ea agreeemnt u was understood, was was willing to compromise with, the failing
early this morning and conFORSAKES
FLAT
that a vote would be taken on ... the Sthitton estate, for : 110,000 and Inter- tinued without interruption until af- est
28.
Asked a hundsed
Chicago, Feb.
Now, she declares with empahsi
case at a fixed' hour Thurs
Ipk rnM!ciovi' this' afternoon. The
times a day what on'earth he expect day and at a later hour the sam day sh wants "as much ha t!h..i """"" snow came at
sixin
ed to do with an apartment of sevnLint.
1".UH Ku J4Cai
.'"
Jtheamst few
i
u i
rooms and fifteen baths,' Eames w,'. ,K)11 9nJ tht tha omonlmont tn "u "a" "
executors
the
of
mlniBtratora
and
storm
to
soak
into the
the
preceding
MacVeagh, son of Secretary of the the postofflce appropriation bill pro
Stratton estate that she is a widow ground. The suow of today will furhas
rates
an
in
Franklin
increase
the
MacVeagh,
posing
postal
Treasury
of the millionaire.
ther soak the 'ground and insure
been driven to distraction and to on advertising sections of magazines
plentiful motoure' during the early
"abandon his flat." "I can sympathize be eliminated and still other concesWITH
WAR
CHINA
FORESEE
spring.
with Jim Jeffries, who was asked a sions made.
It is known that the snow was genWarsaw, Poland, Feb. 28. The soit
At one time during the night
thousand times a day if he expected
are preparing to revolt, as eral all over the county. Residents of
to
the ring," said MacVeagh. was suggested an agreement might cialists
seem to think war between Rus the mesa came in today with their
permit a vote on Canadian reciprocity they
sia and China is inevitable. All the wagons covered
snow
and
with
with enough members absenting them
have been withdrawn brought
news
Russian
the
snowfall
that
troops
selves to encompass lta defeat. The
NOTHING DOING FOR
from Russian Poland, so the social- was heavier in the country to the
purpose of th's was to avoid an .extra ists
think they would have an ex- east than in Las Vegas. The mounsession. But President Taft has de
cellent
chance.
tains were visited 'by a heavy enow-fal- l
JOHN HAYSJAMMOND clared flatly there must be an honest
and thawing weather will cause
vote on reciprocity on its merits. It
the
down
a
flow; of water
heavy
Is not believed, therefore, there will
THE FAMOUS MINING ENGINEER
streams.
mountain
be any trade by which Canadian reci COURT DECLINES TO
Information concerning the storm
PERSONA NON GRATA AT THE
procity will be sacrificed, although it
could not be obtained from all parts
CORONATION
Is not likely a vote can be had in
of
today but snow and
the senate on this measure..
INVESTIGATE JUDGE raintheareterritory
to have fallen in many
known
When the senate reconvened at 11
Washington, Feb. 28. There is an
portions of New Mexico. Raton and
unconfirmed report current here that o'clock it waa stated that all efforts
all of Colfax county report heavy
Henry White, formerly American am- to compromise had failed. Senator JUDGE BLISS AT DENVER DENIES falls of snow, while Mora county also
bassador to France, is being consid- Bristow then arose to resume his
REQUEST MADE BY COLgot a substantial sprinkling of the
ered for appointment as special am speech against Lorimer. He at once
ON BENCH
LEAGUE
beautiful.
bassador to represent the United gave way to Senator Money, the dem
According to the guage at the
of
coronation
the
King ocratic caucus leader, who charged
States at'
Normal
University the snowfall here
In
28.
Feb.
would
Judge Bliss,
Denver,
mean, of the republicans with responsibility for
Georee V. That
a total of 3 inches, which
reached
district
the
of
division
criminal
the
course, that John Hays Hammond, the existing situation. He appealed
amounts
to .25 inches of rain. The
who had already sent his acceptance for the abandonment of the filibuster court, today refused the request of
not accompanied by any
was
snow
a
W.
that
Whitford,
of the appointment to the president, and the resumption of public business. Judge Greeley
in temperature. Snow
has been found persona non grata to At 11:20 the senate adjourned until special grand jury be called to inves- particular drop
is
for tomorrow.
or
rain
predicted
made
the British court.
11:50 lo close the "legislative day" tigate the charge of bribery
Miller
Mrs.
him
ReDorts to this effect have been of
Margaret
by
yesterday, and provide for a vote against
PHILLIES OFF FOR SOUTH
current here ever since the publica on the direct election of senators, before the legislative committee hearFeb. 28 The majorPhiladelphia,
Mron
his impeachment
Hammond's appointment, which was set to follow the
tion of
reading of ing testimony
of the Philadelphia
of
the
players
Mr. Hammond's record as a Jameson the Journal
proceedings. The proceedings and ity
today.'
team
National
got away today
league
raider at once suggested the possibil - The senate, shortly after convening charges arise from Judge Whitford's
for the spring training grounds at
made
minto
him
coal
sixteen
of
being
objection
striking
ity
at 11:50, rejected the resolution pro- sentencing
Birmingham. Three weeks will be
on the
by the British government
for the direct election of Unit- ers to a year in jail for contempt of spent in the Alabama metropolis, af
viding
at
the
his
appearance
ground that
ed States senators. The vote was court. Judge Bliss said the grand jury ter which the club will split up into
great pageant would look like an af 54 ayes to 33 nays. The measure re- has no legal right to vindicate pri- two
squads and gradually work their
front to the Boer colonists.
s
vote- - Among the vate character, but only to lnquirte
a
quired
way north.
Mr. White was ambassador to Italy
ayes were Bailey, Clark (Wyoming), into crime.
a
for two years and for similar period Culberson and Gugenheim.
Warren
he was ahbassador to France. He was (Wyoming), voted nay.
STRICKEN WITH PENUMONIA
PAUL ROAD IS
succeeded at the latter poet in 1909
W. W.
Feb. 28 Colonel
Denver,
secretary
by Robert Bacon, formerly
SPECIAL LENTEN SERVICES
Ferguson, department commander of
'of state.
known
well
Tomorrow, Ash Wednesday, Lenten the G. A. R. of Colorado and Wj
Mr Hammond is
FIRST TO RETRENCH
curator of the war relic
throughout the west, where his repu- services will be begun at St. Paul's oming and
at the statehouse, is
tation as a mining engineer and ex Memorial Episcopal church. At 9 department
nor hecame world renowned. For o'clock morning prayer, accompanied seriously ill of pneumonia at his home HUNDREDS OF MEN EMPLOYED
was
street. He
2520
Franklin
years he was under $100,000 salary by the litany and penitential office,
WORK
IN CONSTRUCTION
o'clock
10:30
stricken
will
ad
At
be
conducted.
his
Saturday.
and
from the Guggenheims,
ARE DISCHARGED
Colonel Ferguson is 63 years old.
vice in all money matters is taken as the holy communion will be celebratcivil
best
known
of
one
the
the
of
He
of
is
men
members
the
ed
and.
was
He
many
the highest authority.
re
Chicago. Feb. 28. A general
at' the time parish will begin' their observance of war veterans in the west. Only a few
tioned for
the
sacraof
order
Colonel
Chicago,
trenchment
deplored
Lent
Fergusson
the
ago
days
nominated.
devoutly
receiving
by
Sherman was
His experience in South Africa was ment In the afternoon at 4 o'clock the number of deaths among old sol- Milwaukee & St Paul railroad, fol
at a time when he represented a gi evening pra,yer will be read and an diers caused by pneumonia. Th camp lowing the recent rate decision, has
a member has suffered resulted, it was learned today. In the
gantlc English' syndicate in the exami address will be given by the pastor. of which he is
in a few weeks.
eve
death
season
losses
five
Lenten
he
entire
the
discharge of 25 per cent of the force
by
During
nation of their properties. That
of
on the 'main Hnesi engaged in conIn
the
Fotte
the
will
be
conducted
department
that
Adjutant
raid
in
Jameson
prayer
ning
pre
the
Joined
Colonel
in
4
and
assistant
afternoon
to
o'clock
each
Ferguson's struction, car repairs and roundhouse
be church at
cipitated the Boer war seems
He work. In St. Paul alone, it is esJ- S. Moore. These office also is ill of pneumonia..
Rev.
to
the
rector.
secret
cause
of
by
objection
the only
adand
weeks
timated that 700 men have been taken
was
ago
stricken several
him as representative of the United services will be characterized by
" is
''
the payroll.
off
''"'
to
dresses
Lent;
recovering.
coronation.
appropriate
States at the
"The present situation ought to be
relieved at once, for it's going to be a
calamity to New York and to the coun- try. What does Murphy keep pushing
Sheehan for, instead of withdrawing
him? He knows he can get eighty
votes, but what good are they if it
won't mean an election? Tammany is
in the wrong to expect to wheel all
men into line without discussing the
situation thoroughly, and I say the
welfare of the party, the state and the
nation demand Sheehan's withdraw- al."
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UNTIL 8:09

FLOOR

r

III.

II

I

UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED BY

DOES TALKING

BRISTOW

HELD

.

AND

New York, Feb. 28.

1

EAST LAS VEGAS. NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 28,' 191 1
"

MURPHY'S

I

'V

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
in The Optic, It's Sa

KNOCKS! OUT POWELL

.

San Francisco, Feb,
CHICAGO MAYORALTY PRIMARY
knocked out Lew Powell last
Burns
hold
28.
is
Chicago
Chicago, Feb.
in
the nineteenth round of a
denight
to
election
a
today
Ing
primary
It was
scheduled
twenty round go.
cide on party candidates for mayor
in the spring election. There are five Burns' fight all the way through.
republicans and three democratic as
SNOW STORM IS GENERAL
pirants, the latter including former
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb. 28. Five
Mavora Harrison and Dunne. A
heavy early vote was reported with inches of snow fell throughout central
an unexpected absence of trouble of New Mexico last night Snow is still
falling today.
all kinds.
;

,

Lizzie
33
Grant,
years ago. She could not speak above
a whisper. Last week 'she was attacked with the grip, and upon her
use or
recovery regained the full
her voice. It was the first time since
1878 that she heard her voice. The
loss and recovery of her voice is a
mystery to her.

Ephrata, Pa., Feb.
67

A

her voice

TAFT

PRESIDENT

.

Miss- -

28.

years old, lost

FLAYEDBV BOURNE

FRIEND
INTIMATE
FORMER
MAKES BITTER ATTACK ON

CHIEF EXECUTIVE.
28. President
Feb.
Washington,
was
charged last
inference,
by
Taft,
night with using his appointive powers to intimidate members of congress. The inferred charge was made
in a speech in the senate by Senator
presiJonathan Bourne of Oregon,
dent of the new Progressive Republican league and until recent trouble
Over an Oregon appointment, the intimate friend and golfing companion
of the chief executive.
The surprising thing was that although all of the senator's audience
construed his remarks as an attack
on the president not a word was uttered In reply.
The Beverly letter, in which Secretary Norton said the president had
withheld federal patronage from certain senators and congressmen, but
would discontinue that practice, was
brought into the limelight Oh previ-ou- r
senators
occasions
insurgent
threatened to read thiB letter, but until last night no public reference had
been made to it

CARUSO'S

COSTLY

COLD

New York, Feb. 28. On the advice of Dr. H. Holbrook Curtis, throat
specialist, of 118 Madison avenue,
Enrico Caruso, the tenor, has gone
to Atantio City In an effort to get
rid of a cold that is costing him 35
an hour. For eighteen days Caruso
has been trying to get his voice back
into condition. He hasn't used it
since February 4, when he sang at
a matinee performance of "The Girl
of the Golden West" To the tenor his
pharyngitis Is a source of great an'.
,
noyance.
.
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ent Incompetency. Every effort would
south route, as the Mississippi from
be made to get the men on probation
St. Paul to the Gulf would, if properwork. Many men convicted for minor
ly improved and utilized, be wonder
offenses
have jobs which they would
the
problem
fully beneficial in solving
not lose if given probation. Society
of freight
charges. I use these
in general and the men themselves In
streams as an illustration merely and
in
particular would profit under such a
others
are
there
practically
many
law."
every part of the Union which would,
Price of Gas Issue
In proportion to costs of improve
of gaa la Chicago is the
The
price
be
ment,
equally helpful.
real issue so far as all candidates for
"Another and most important Idea,
HENRY CLEWS SAYS RATE DECI
KEENLY
POLITICIANS
IN THREE YEARS CONGRESS HAS consistently followed by this congress, ILLINOIS
mayor but Merriam are concerned,
SION WAS HARD BLOW, BUT
OUTCOME
IN
INTERESTED
the city ordinance fixing the rate
APPROPRIATED HUGE SUM
In Its river legislation, is the adopRECOVERY IS SURE
which
CASE
Sullivan's
PENDING
OF
Roger
gas company
tion of a definite plan on great proFOR IMPROVEMENTS
In
can
the
For
charge
having
a
expired.
and
period
specific
fixing
jects
time being the company can charge x New York Feb. 28. The decision
which to complete them. To illusChicago, Feb. 28. Who will become
Washington, Feb. 28. Representaold price It thinks expedient and of the Interstate Commerce Commis
of
act
harbor
and
that international figure, the successor any
tive Joseph E. Ransdell, of Louisiana, trate: The river
the city cannot say nay. Where sion was of course a shock to both
the
to
a
Improve
1907,
plan
adopted
a member of the rivers and harbors
if the toga be
to the mouth to Senator Lorimer,
fore, the fact that Candidate Andrew railroad and financial Interests, says
committee of the house and president Missis ippi from St Paul
senate J. Graham refuses to disclose "who
him
the
from
taken
by
present
cost
of
a
Missouri
twenty
at
of
the
Henry Clews, regarding the rate deci
of the National Rivers and Harbors conhundred or the new senate which will come is putting up" for his campaign is sig sion.
five
it
provided
millions;
gress, Is enthusiastic over the passage
cash and author- into being March 4? This is a prob nificant. It is well known that the
It was confidently expected that some
of the river and harbor appropriation thousand dollars in
lem that underlies not only the Chi sum runs into the hundreds of thou sort of a compromise would be reach
a
half
and
million
a
contracts
for
ized
bill, which it is believed will be speedaditional with the proviso that not cago mayoralty contest but a hun sands. The expiration of this part of ed granting the roads moderate con
ily signed by the president.
dollars should dred other Issues. The growing con the gas ordinance last week was ex- cessions in the east, where rates are
In speaking of the merits of the exceeding a half mlllioa
In any one year. This viction that failure to unseat Lorimer plained by the chairman of the gas low and the companies have been
bill and the careful, painstaking pre be spent
create widespread and electric light committee of the placed under enormously heavy ex
would mean forty years In which to not only would
paration given to the measure by both
and also council. Alderman Pringle, in this penses owing to the increase in wages
the
for
trouble
republican
the
project
the house and senate committees decl- complete
the need way: "The 85 cent rate has expired granted in 1910. In all probability the
made
has
democratic
parties
"The act of 1910 made suitable pro
ine with waterways, Mr. RanBdell
trust and there is no new schedule ready to decision will make it more difficult
who
is
successor
of
a
thoroughly
the
for
project
vision
prosecuting
eaid:
ed as to integrity and ability precu-liarl- submit aa yet From tomorrow on un! for the railroads to place the new is
stat
and
of
above
specifically
spoken
"The passage of the bill now In the
was 'with a view of com
Important The revelations con- til such a schedule is adopted there sues wihioh they had contemplated
the hands of the president makes ed that it
a cerning the patronage and other in- will be no fixed rate on gas. The and this will of course compel delay
within
said
improvements
three bills In three successive years. pletlng
twelve years thereby fixing ducements offered by former Senator new schedule will not be long in com,-in- g in improvements and means less ac
The 'emergency bill,' as it was called, period of
though. If I were to predict, I tivity in constructive work of that
a
definite, reasonable time for com Hopkins, wnom Lorimer defeated, have
of 1909, carried about ten million dolremoved him from among the possibil- would make the time about a month class than anticipated.
also
were
Similar
periods
pletlon.
lars. The bill of 1910 carried some
ities. Congressman George E. Foss hence.
Revision downward? Well,
But the decision has Its advantages,
fifty-thre- e
million dollars,' while the fixed for several other great projects was
found politically weak and former one might be safe In saying so, but It will avert a possible congestion of
for lo, these
under
been
have
way
that
present bill provides for something
without any prospect of Senator William E. Mason, whom Chi- at the same time I wouldn't want to the security markets by the flood of
over over thlrty-sl- x
millions, so that many years,
the lifetime of any cago calls "Billy" Mason in much the be the one to make the statement this new Issues which would certainly have
within
there has been legislation offecting our completion
same way that the country calls far in advance. If there is a revision followed had the railroads secured
congress
of
the
present
member
great highways and our harbors for
Roosevelt
"Teddy," may again occupy it will be a revision downward and 75 what they wanted. As soon as the
In view of the increased appropria
three consecutive years. This cerseat.
the
His strength with the labor gas is certainly not an impossibility." shock is over calmer views- will pre
to
future
order
and in
expedite
.
tainly establishes the precedent for tion, the bill
in the rural counties Is mi.
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an
increase
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due
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to the engineer corps
popular
annual receipts In 1910 of cept the situation philosophically; ef
of the. bill is most generally prais- sixty members
and provides for the ad sored in congress, rural free delivery, $15,530,349, at the 85 cent rate.
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the
ficiency will be the watchword; re
army
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no
doubt
have
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it
ed and
civl pure food laws and the postal savings
of
number
a
certain
of
trenchment will be in order, and con
mission
lowed by successive congresses as a
Hans for duty on river and harbor lm bank bill. Whether he would leave
sldering the excellent physical condi
OPPOSE PARCELS POST PLAN
policy.
This is a very decided a lucrative law practice, his friends
tion of the roads a year or two of
"Another feature, which is gratify- provements.
28.
Retail
Nashville, Tenn., Feb.
refuse to say. Republican leaders reresult
beneficial
and
advance
very
waiting for". larger Income from in
ing to the friends of a liberal watercall however that in 1896 Mason de- merchants representing most of the creased business will do. no
from it.
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expected
lasting
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the
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states began a four days
present
way policy, is, that
bated the free silver Issue with Bryan
narm.
'The bill as a whole is clean-cu- t
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with
that
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which,
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to
together
protest
today
Some of the weaker roads may suf
and as free from objection as any ot and won back thousands of votes. He
against the enactment of the parcels
rying approximately ninety millions, tb ETeat aDTWonriatlon bills I have Is one of the sturdy
fer from the decision; but It must
bill
if expended promptly would give an
by congress.
of spellbinders" and was the last sen-- ' post
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SENTIMENT FAVORS
if after a fair trial experience show
Railroads Must be Careful
slogan of the National Rivers and
that the roads were right in their con
That proposed railroad retrench
Harbors congress several years ago. RUMOR SAYS SEDER
CLOSING
POSTOFFICE tention and really needed higher rates
ments must not be at the expense
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to compensate for increased expenses.
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or
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employes
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The proposition of thA
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past.
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was made for most of the .harbors on said to be Seder's unprincipled fight
throughout the country in favor of the man, of
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take
I sunered
Cardui,
and the Atlantic, by former congress- fight, which was practically inaugurat- ments in
previous cases by reducing on Sunday and this sentiment should so much from
womanly trouble!
es, that their demands were small ed and led by him, has probably hurt track inspection and lessening other be respected. Postal employes are en
was so weak, that I was down on my
and the present congress could well the cause of temperance in ' New safeguards
accidents and titled to one day of rest in seven as back nearly all the time.
against
Cardui has
afford to be liberal in its treatment of Mexico more than anything else in wrecks.
Reducing the wreck waste is well as other government employes.
years. That all the members of the one of the most fruitful fields of en All reputable commercial and indus- done me more good than any medicine
rivers.
I ever took in my life. I can't posn
"I wish it clearly understood that
League or the W. C. T. deavor for railroad
who trial establishments close on Sunday
managers
there la not the slightest antagonism U. organization have not approved need more net earnings, according to and why should not the postoffice do siDiy praise it too highly." You need
not be afraid to take Cardui. It is
to harbor improvement, for every har- Rev. Seder's course is an open secret. bulletins of the league. Only 30
the same?
no new experiment., For fifty
per
years,
bor Is a railroad terminal. The great Therefore that the present superin- cent of the roads have- - advanced be
"It Is the experience of the postof- it has been
found to relieve headache,
er the facilities thereat for handling tendent is to be transferred from his yond the "train order"
fice
with
the growing
department that
system inau
backache, and similar womanly trou
freight in large vessels, the cheaper present field is considered likely In gurated when the telegraph came into use of the special delivery service ur- bles.
Composed of gentle-actinherb
the rates thereon, a subject In which the near future.
use in 1845. Those which have adopt- gent messages requiring attention on
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all grelght movers are Intensely in
not
are
sent
in
Sunday
the
ed signal safeguards, such as the Harordinary strength, preventing much unnecesterested. But while we have cheap
HOUSTON MAYORALTY FIGHT
rlman lines, have gTeatly reduced ac- mail, and that calling at the postoffice sary pain.
Try it for your troubles,
ened freights by deepening harbors,
Houston, Tex., Feb. 28. A spirited cidents and loss of life and property on Sunday is a matter of habit rather today.
we have done practically nothing to political campaign culminated in the and Increased traffic movement and than necessity. The great volume of
establish forceful competition on riv- city primary election in Houston to- revenue per day over their tracks. The letters distributed on Sunday are of
ers and everyone concedes that a day. Interest centers chiefly in the last Interstate Commerce
CANADIAN GIRL WEDS
report show- a social nature. In fact, most of them
great east ana west water course, contest for the mayoralty in which ed that the year's total of killed and are love letters, and it is this variety
London, Feb. 28. Trinity Church,
Buch for example as the combined Ohio H. Baldwin Rice, the present Incuminjured will exceed 90,000 of which ap- of mail that causes the carriers and in Finchley Road, was the scene to
and Missouri rivers, and a north and bent, Is opposed by Jules Hirsch.
proximately 6,000 killed were trespas- clerks much additional work. The day of a brilliant wedding of especial
n
circles.
sers. More persona were killed and plan of Sunday closing seems prac- interest in
The
was
bride
Mies
in
ticable
all
cities
Gladys Underthat have tried it.
injured by the railroad operations du
ing the last ten years than during the No delay is caused to important mail wood, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T.
as every business house has its box Harry Underwood, formerly of Mon
Civil War.
into which the mail is placed on Sun- treal, and the bridegroom Kenneth
Probation of Prisoners
day as regularly as upon other days." Kusel, second son of the late Baron
STEP-SAVER- S
Probation of prisoners to make use"Saint Paul, Minn., favors the clos- Kusel and of Baroness Kusel.
ful citizens instead of hardened crimof the postoffice on Sunday. The
ing
TIME-SAVERS
I
and
inals of them, now Is proposed in Ilproposition carried there by a vote of
GAY ON MARDI GRAS
linois with a plan which meets the 16,589 to 28.
When the postoffice is
Feb. 27.
Paris,
Today was Mar
endorsement of the Central Howard
open for an hour on Sunday the clerkh dl Gras and all France celebrated it
association in Chicago, which finds and carriers
are required , to be on with the usual gaity and abandon. In
work for- released prisoners from jails
duty as on other days to prepare the Paris all businessi was practically
and penitentiaries, and by other phi- mail for
distribution to the public. suspended while the people devoted
lanthropic bodies. This plan for the Cities In
England and Canada do not themselves to pleasure and merryprevention of crime is the result ot have their,
postof flees open on Sunday making. The parade of King Carni
ten years' work by various national and
FOOD
the movement in that direction 13 val was unusually elaborate and was
experts. Warren F. Spalding of Bosspreading rapidly throughout the witnessed by tens of thousands of
ton, F. Emory Lyon,, superintendent
United States."
enthusiastic spectators.
Is fully cookeJ, ready to
of the Central Howard association;
and prominent members of the Civic
serve direct from the packFederation of Chicago have puzzled
The bearing of children is frequently
age with cream or milk,
followed by poor health for the
their brains to evolve a law which
mother. This supreme crisis of life
and is a deliciously good
would be satisfactory to all and solve
finding her physical system unpre'
a state wide problem. "This would
pared for the demands of nature,
part of any meal.
leaves her with weakened resistive
be a great boon to the state," said
powers and sometimes chronic ailSuperintendent Lyon of the Central
ments. This can hft a.vnMat it
A trial package usually
Howard association. "It is a measure Mother's Friend is used before the coining of baby, and the
healthy woman can
badly needed. Such a law has proved remain a healthy mother. It is the only remedy that perfectly and thoroughly
establishes it as a favorof great benefit to Indiana, Ohio, Min- tcyuro mo system ior aeaitny dicrenornooa, ana onngs aoout a natural and
easy consummation of the term. Women who use Mother's Friend are always
ite breakfast cereal.
nesota and Wisconsin. It would cov- saved much
suffering when the little one arrives, and recover more
and
er the minor offenders who are now with no 111 effects, or chronic troubles. Every expectant mother shouldquickly,
safeguard
.
m
seUt to the workhouse, where nine uor Beauu Dy using Motners mend,
JlsUr
A
preparing her physical condition
1 .
times our of ten they learn little from thus
ior the hour of motherhood. This
the work assigned to them, are a drain medicine is for sale at drug stores.
.
, . TIT I. .
upon the state or city, raise taxes
i'oo poos ior expectant
Postum Cereal Company, Ltd., Battle Creek, Mich.
and emerge with the stigma of Jail- BEATFIELD
EEQXJLATOE CO.,
bird added to their previous and pres
Atlanta, Ga.
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W. L. DOUGLAS SHOE.
For more than 30 years it hav
been before the public, and
its popularity is greater than ever
before in its history.
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Retail Prices:- 2,000 Iba, or more, each delivery, 20c
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery,
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery,
50 Ibt., to 200 lbs, each delivery

Anglo-Canadia-

Women Appreciate

Post
Toasties

"The Memory Lingers'
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Less than
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per

100 Ibi.

25c per 110 lbs.
30c per 100 Ibt.
40c per 100 Ibe.

lbs., each delivery, 60c per 100 Ibe.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office
Douglas Avenue.
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For the Special Trade
Brandies Whhkeys Wines
3

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Apricot Brandy
5

Stars

17

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have
your brand.

G. H. Mumms
Pommery
GreatWeste
Sautornere'
Virginia Dare
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Deidesheimer
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'
Niersteiner

California Brandy
Imrsteiner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.
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CT.
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Prop.

feJCo.
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ADJOURNMENT OF 61ST CONGRESS
MEANS PASSING OF MANY STATESMEN
FAMOUS IN PUBLIC LIFE FOR YEARS
It is Back to the Farm for Several
Magnate

One Will Be a Baseball
Aldrich and Money Will Still Continue
On the Federal Payroll

With the ushering in of Saturday
.
or tne present con
gress who have been
popularly
classified as "lame ducks" since last
autumn's
elections
congressional
will have become private citizens
writes E. J- - Edwards in the Kansas
City Journal. What will these men,
and the few who retire not by reason of political defeat, but voluntarily, at the same time, do as Just
plain citizens of the republic?,
According to their own "confessions," these solons, many of them
of national reputation, whose days in
the houses of congress are fast be
ing numbered will, as citizens. In
dulge in activities which range all the
to the
way from seeking
next congress to the running of
baseball team, where the power of
oratory Is far from beine a lost art
especially when the umpire de.Mdes

as possible in the country. The sena
tor owns a beautiful country place
near Ellsworth, Me., where, during
the vacations of congress for several
years past, he has "loafed about
and enjoyed himself. At Ellsworth,
Senator Hale has a collection of old
English plays which Is said to be
one of the best in the country. Out
of them he gets great personal enjoyment, but when reading and driving pall on him, he goes off to Bangor and Portland for a little city life.
A few miles from his country home
he has a summer camp where he
frequently stays for weeks enjoying
the fishing and indulging in medita
tion on the philosophy of life. It is
Senator Hale's Intention to follow
this program upon his retirement from
the senate.
When Senator Aldrich becomes
Aldrich, he will still main
tain an official relation to the government. When he was made chair
man of the monetary
commission,
which is charged with devising a reform of the admittedly weak finan
cial system of the United States, it
was apparent to Senator Aldrich, as
well as to his friends, in view of the
impending political changes in the
senate, which included the rise of
the progressive element, that if any
thing was to be accomplished with
this legislation in the near future,
it would be necessary for Senator
Aldrich to disassociate himself from
it as far as possible in his official
capacity as a senator.' This fact, and
the further fact that the hard work
which he performed in securing the
passage of the Payne Aldrich tariff
bill through congress had seriously
undermined his health, led Senator
Aldrich nearly a year ago to announce
that he would not be a candidate to
succeed himself as a senator from
the state of Rhode Island.
It is the intention of Senator Aid-ric-h
to devote his entire time after
leaving the senate to furthering the
commission
work of the monetary
interests,
and to his own private
which are large and varied. Wher
ever and whenever opportunity offers,
he expects, health permitting, to sup
plement the report of the monetary
commission with speech and argu
ment, with a view to crystallizing
public sentiment so that legislation
may be had for the permanent es
tablishment of a fiscal system which
will lessen the likelihood of financial
disturbances. It la expected that
Senator Aldrich will divide his time
after his retirement between Wash
ington, New York and his splendid
home on Narraganett bay just outsiue
the city of Providence. When able to
do so, he ' will be found addressing
and
merchants and ' manufacturers
financiers throughout the country in
favor of the monetary commission's

such, It has been his duty to super
Whereat, Mr. McCredie, who has a
vise fill annrnnrlntlnna
t mnnv tnr habit of smiling, which well becomes
the support of the army, both in time his rotund case of countenance and
or war and In time of peace. He is chubby figure, fairly beamed ou the
known as one of the best living civi inquirer. Aa between attending
to
lian authorities on the subject of the legislative duties and running a basearmy. Illustrative of true American ball team, there is only one choice
sentiment, however, Mr. Hull is es- in the opinion of Mr- - McCredie. He
sentially a man of peace. Before he never exercises his lungs on the floor
entered congress he was a farmer of the house, but they do say that at
and a banker in Iowa. As he dropped a baseball game he has a voice like
the plowshare for the sword, legisla- a
In movement he is Doth
tively speaking, so now he will drop dignified and conservative, but at a
the sword for the plowshare again. baseball game he is as sensitive as a
In all probability, he will locate him- wire spring, responding to the crack
self on the farm he has owned for of the bat with a lurch that threatseveral years in the vicinity of Wash ens to wipe out of existence all who
ington, where he purposes to disturb may sit near him.
the soil with "Iowa ideas" about It is needless to say, therefore.
farming. Incidentally, every member that Representative McCredie will re
of the house committee on military tire from the halls of congress
to
affairs has recently called on Presi- blossom forth as a
base
dent Taft to urge him to appoint ball magnate. The call of the game
Mr. Hull as civilian member of the is upon him even in these
winter
against you.
Some of the most conspicuous board of ordnance and fortifications. monthB, when the baseball diamonds
members who will go on the ietlred It has long been customary for re- are burled in snow. He shakes hands
list are already slated for high of- tiring chairmen of the military af- with his colleagues with as much
ficial positions in other branches of fairs committee to be assigned to force as Amos Rusie ever put behind
the government, not only ne a reuo this place. Mr. Hull is taking no one of his "rifle" balls. Instead of
nition of their conspicuous public eec part in the campaign for the post, siding down in his seat in the house
vices in the legislative branch, but which is now held by General T. F. like an ordinary congressman,
he
because the country at large would Henderson of
Illinois, a personal dives for it with all the gusto of a
be the loser should their experience friend of Abraham Lincoln, a briga- Hal Chase sliding into the second
be ajtogether lost, and one of the re dier general of the civil war, and a bag. The chances are Mr. McCredie
"markable developments of the in former member of the house of rep will put his savings from his congresauirv as to what the "lame ducks" resentatives of twenty years' service. sional salary into the Portland, Ore.,
intend to do with themselves after Should he be appointed, however, it club of the Pacific Northwest League
next Saturday is the large number is not doubted that he would accept this year" and land another pennant.
who proudly confess their intentions and thereby have a diversion from Portland loves a winner no less than
to turn from a conspicuous legislative his. farming interests when the snow does McCredie, and the popularity
career to one of a mere tiller of the is on the ground and the farmer has 0f Mr. McCredie among the baseball
.soil. Some of the most influential little else to do but smoke his pipe fans 0f the Oregon metropolis is
leaders of both houses, noted for their and keep his feet warm
already assured.
wealth and their social attainments,
Senator Will Raise Cotton
,
Beveridge's Strenuous Ljfe
am niimhered in this Class. The
Senator Hernando Deboto Jloney
Senator Albert J. Beveridge of In
anxiPtv-wit- h
which thev await the of Mississippi, present leader of the
diana, proposes to lead the strenuous
session of democratic nosi m uie
death of the present
j
jne.
Strenuoslty was not. an acquireu
suie.
congress in order that they may set iu'g to have the best time of his lite habit on the part of the senator, but
foot on their own soil, hoe or fish- alter March 4th. He admits it. In was born in him. His intimate friend
ing rod in hand, not only affords a addition to raising cotton, he will shin with Theodore Roosevelt merely
.striking illustration of the democ- devote his energies to 'growing Sat- served to emphasise his chadacteris-ti- c
racy of men in high public life in uma oranges and pecan nuts of a
Before he finally settled down in
this country, but is a tribute to the hoice variety, for which he gets 50 Indianapolis as a
lawyer.
fact that despite temporary distrac- cents a pound on the tree. Senator he had served his time as a lumbel
tions In whatsoever walk of life, the Money has been "looking for wart! to jack, as a member of a railroad
instinct of the thinking American Is this pleasure tor two years. The 'leg gang" which laid rails for hire, had
to keep as close to the soil and to islature of Mississippi which met at been a college debator of renown, and
him, but had also engaged in other forms ol
nature, when opportunity offers, as that time wanted to
possible.
the senator's eyes have been failing activity. When he goes out of the plans- Lowden and His Tenants
for many years and he made up his senate, his field of labor will be ful
"Grow Up" With the Country
out
who
mind to step aside and enjoy life ly as varied.
multimillionaire
goes
Two of .the retiring members of the
One
During the twelve years Senator senate have definitely announced it
of official life witn this session 01 as long as it lasted. Consequently,
mithe
ou
then
to
home
John Sharp Williams,
Beveridge has been in the senate, he as their intention "to go back West
put
congress is going
the
in
democrats
is
That
of
the
leader
farm.
has. like many of his colleagues, par and grow up with the country." Frank
run
a
and
nority
blue jeans
from the southern P. Flint, of California, and Samuel
house, was elected his successor and tieularlv those
Frank O. Lowdeu, ol Illinois,
for
time
this
law
ail
his
laid
Pullman.
M.
practice on the H. Piles, of Washington state, both
has
been
he
states,
waitng
of the late George
senate. Senator shelf. The senator is one of those Informed the country more than a
in
his
the
to
sit
announced
chance
Lowden
a
Representative
should year ago that they would not seek
intention of retiring from congress a Money owns one of the finest pri- who believe that a lawyer
books serve only the people when holding
historical
'of
Washto the senate on the
collections
the
found
vate
he
when
year ago,
will take home an elective legislative office.' Conse ground that they could no longer af
ington climate was a detriment to in the country and he
now reads quently his first job at home, will be ford the luxury of the senatorial of
his good health. It is safe to say he with him his son, who
each
day. Sen- to haul out his dusty law books, brush fice at 7,500 per annum, when a law
hours
will have a reservation ou the first to him several
of the most them off, and hang out his lawyer's practice worth several
one
is
times that
his
for
easily
ator
Moneq
train out of Washington
men in the senate and his shingle. Next in order, he will take amount awaited them at home. Both
or
his
in
ui,.iM-ini- Illinois,
farm
scholarly
wnntj jl- tf
son is a close Becond to him in sim- his pen in hand and perhaps write of these men came to the senate six
.cotton plantation in Arkansas.
a
ilar attainments. The only diversion a few books and magazine articles on years ago when the boom in the Pa
for
year
I would give my salary
The
of an ofof the
to be on my plantation in Arkansas Senator Money will have member of the current topics invadedday.the lit- cific coast country was just beginning
a
as
Be
will
has
senator
nature
to make itself manifest. .Both gave up
already
the
ficial
"
at
remarked
he
miniitu
to
commission. It will erary field with great success and his their law practice completely
the monetary
White House recently.
widest
up
show
to
found
their
have
result
an
Mr
The
constituents.
him
their
serve
opportunity
publications
give
Since he has been in congress,
and re market among the young men of the is that both, being comparatively
Lowden's colleagues have had a lot in Washington occasionally
former country. He will, of course, remain poor men as the general run of senhis
with
new
acquaintances
of fun with him over his pretentions
to
are
who
pari in politics, and his friends say he ators goes, have seen their brother
sorry
can
only
colleagues,
They
of being a farmer"
has a better claim to republican lead lawyers at home increase their bank
in a with him.
.picture him as a shining light
New
of
Jersey
Kean
John
Senator
ership in Indiana, which is now com accounts day by day while they have
at
orator
ball room, or as a gifted
sever
will
who
those
pletely controlled by the democrats, slaved in senatorial harness and ex
the banquet table. As a matter of will be among
senate.
in
the
r
service
twelve-yeathan any other member of his party. pended their incomes in trying to
a
home
fact, Mr. Lowden is equally at
a demo If there Is to be a resurrection of re- live in Washington city and in their
taken
will
be
by
seat
his
His
of
the
In
region
on the farm.
he crat, which is the only phase of the publican hopes on the banks of the respective states. Both like the sen
large "Slnisslppi" farm in Illinois
Mr. Wabash, they believe that Senator ate
situation that really disturbs
farms
smaller
immensely, and both leave it with
of
owns a number
the
dapof
will be the political Moses regret, tut both are equally moved
intention
the
is
run
It
Beveridge
Kean.
who
tenants,
to
leased
are
which
for he is a to lead his party out of the Indiana by the necessity which confronts
them" on shares. Last year, Mr. Low- per New Jersey member
of good bullrushes.
wearer
immaculate
every man of family, of using their
den took personal charge of his own most
a
gentleman
There is another phase of Senator best endeavors at the prime of their
to
become
clothes
farm and ran . it in competition
on his two large . farms at Beveridge's prospective career whicn lives inj them and for the . future.
with his tenants. The result of his farmer,
near'
Elizabeth, N. J., whiie already indicates that he will be a Senator Flint will return to' Los
Ursino.
labors was that "Sinlssippi" showed
business will be aB pres particularly busy man. His defeat
a jclty xwhich has exceeded all
in the his side-lin- e
& profit second in proportion
National State bank of last fall has,, if anything, served to others of its size in the proportion
the
of
ident
demonstrated
Having
competition'.
of the Man- increase the demand upon his time of its growth during the last decade,
Low- Elizabeth,
what a "greenhorn" can do, Mr.
of
and business organiza-ton- s and take; his place in the ranks of
New York,
Trust company
den has succeeded in shaming his hattan of the Atlas Insurance com- by political
which wish to have him address the bar, where he was United States
more experienced tenants with the trustee
of the Chica- them on current topics. It is safe district attorney before he was a sen
director
of
London,
pany
region
result that the "Sinissippl"
stock yards and member of .the to say that these invitations are more ator. Senator Piles will return to
wil produce more farm produce this go
utilities corporation of New numerous in number and more flat- Seattle, which, second only to Los Anpublic
year than ever before.
the water, tering in quality than have come to geles, has, had the most astonishing
which controls
The Arkansas cotton plantation is Jersey,
of him at any time during1 his senatorial
and
companies
gas
electric
light
Lowden's
growth among the cities of the couna recent purchase of Mr.
and
career. If the senator has looked try, and Resume his practice of law,
the
of
state,
of the cities
many
He
goes
his
eye.
but it has captured
The forward tb any period of peace and where he was attorney for the Great
in other similar corporations.
into ecstasies over the marvelous
stress
rest at the conclusion of his legisla- Northern railroad before going to
however, lays greatest
beauties of a field of waving cotton senator, farms at this time.
tive
labors, these demands alone will Washington.
his
acupon
buds, much as he has long been
that ambition. It is also known
vVlth the departure of Chauncey
blast
A
Baseball
Magnate
customed to dilate on the magnifiMr.
Mc
W.
that
Beveridge has a large num M. CDepew of New York the, senate
W.
Whon
Ronreupntative
Herecornfield.
cence of an Illinois
to go will lose lone of its most famous
time Credie of Washington state was ask- - ber of highly attractive offers Hither-leagues
after, he will pass much of his Illion
colthe
platformChautauqua
members. . Senator Depew refuses to
ed to explain to some of his
on the farms in Arkansas and
this
on
never
has
he
was
appeared
to,
he
that
take
the recent democratic victory
how
it happened
nois and leave politics for others.
and it W still uncertain In New Yrk state as a serious matPlatform,
re
a
renomination
defeated
for
by
the
of
Another prominent member
whether he will consent to do so in ter, there ly consistently holding to
will
insurgent, he replied:
house, John A. T. HulJ of Iowa, to publicanbaseball team shut out its op- the future.
his theory that a Joke is a Joke un
sword
"My
turn his attention from the
Maine's Pet "Lame Duck"
der any circumstances- - He does not
been ponents for 88 consecutive Innings
has
Hull
Mr.
the plowshare.
Senator Eugene Hale intends to propose td let his defeat interfere
on last season.' I claim this is a world's
chairman of the house committee
as much of his time hereafter with his hiblts of life for many years
As
pend
record."
military aaffirs for many years.
41.
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past. Just as soon as spring is well
on its way towards a substantial re
ality, he will occupy a stateroom on
an outgoing liner bound for Europe,
where he will spend the summer. On
his return, he promises "to settle
down" in New York, but his intimate
friends who are familiar with the
senboyish capers ef this
ator, and especially those who have
been the butt of some of his best
jokes, still refuse to believe that he
ever will "settle down." Senator Depew has his serious minded moments,
however, and he will devote most of
them in the future, as in the past,
to lending wisdom and sage advhe
at railroad directors' meetings, on
several boards of which he is still a
member. Occasionally, he intends to
avail himself of a standing Invitation
from friends who have country homes
or summer camps in the Adirondack
mountains to visit that region, an
opportunity which he has embraced
many times in previous years. Incidentally he has promised to show rp
in Washington and "swap" Jokes with
his colleagues in the senate at in
time they think they can hold their
own with him.
The Irrepressible Keifer
Representative Joseph W. Keifer of
Ohio will retire from congress for
the second time when the present
session expires by constitutional limitation. He is the
only former
speaker of the house to return' to
that body as a private hi trie ranks
since the death of Gah'.sh.i. A. Grow
of Pennsylvania. Mr. Keifer first encontered congress in the t'orty-fiftgress, and In 1881 was elected speaker of the bouse. As ti result ol an
unfortunate incident which incurred
the displeasure of tha Washington
correspondents, he failyd of
and it was not until the Fifty-nint- h
congress, twenty-fou- r
years
later, that he resumed h!s membership in the house. Mr. Keifer is goinj;
home intent on breaking the record.
He has a good law prictlce at hla
home at Dayton awaiting hi a, but
hls main mission will be to V reelected to the house In 1912- His dis
trict is normally republican by a
goodly majority, but the democratic
landslide of last autumn upset it. De
spite his 75 years .of age, he is one
of the most vigorous members of the
house, even outshining Speaker Cannon in strenuosity
movement.
of
Therefore, nobody would be surprised
to see General Keifer again in- con
gress at least once more before the
disintegration of the republic.
Edwin Denby, a representative from
the state of Michigan, and recognized
until his defeat, as one of the com
ing men of the house, entered Washington four years ago as a lawyer and
is going home, primarily, as an automobile manufacturer.
This fact is
a compliment not only to the growth
of the automobile Industry In the
United States, but to Mr. Denby's
acumen as a business man. Detroit,
as is well known, is one of the auto
mobile manufacturing centers of the
country. Mr. Denby caught the fever,
put up $2,000 out of $11,000 of the
total capitalization of a new concern
and last year the company made
$3,000,000 worth of automobiles. Mr.
Denby is said to have drawn down
dividends on his original investment
amounting to several times his con
In
gressional
salary. Everybody
Washington is glad of it, for he Is
extremely popular In congress. The
only criticism that is made of him
there is that Mr. Denby persists in
riding about Washington in a
automobile which is no bigger
than he is.
Problem of Boutell.
What to do with Representative
Henry Sherman Boutell of Illinois,
who also goes, is one of the real
problems of the Taft administration.
Mr. Boutell is believed to be wholly
unconscious of the disturbance he is
creating in the presidential mind. As
a matter of fact, his abilities are of
such excellent quality and so diverse
that his friends think that they
should not be lost to the nation. He
is recognized as one of the most
scholarly men in congress and has
been called "the ideal statesman."
The difficulty, under which the presi
dent now labors is due to this em
barrassment of intellectual riches on
the part .of Mr. Boutell. His friends
have insisted on following whatever
bent of Mr. Bputell's has appealed to
them most, and as a result there has
been a lack of uniformity of action
on fheir part in pressing their demands on the president. Some think
Mr. Boutell should by all means go
into' the diplomatic service, where a
son of his previously made a success
of it, thereby Indicating beyond a
of a doubt the diplomatic
family. Still
faculty in the Boutell
others would have Mr. Boutell occupy
a Beat on some federal bench, a preponderance of this faction insisting
that the new customs court wfculd
afford a fitting climax to Mr. Bou- tell's efficient services on the house
and
committee on ways
means,
which frames the customs laws. Including tariff bills. In the meantime,
Mr-- Boutell, with diplomacy on the
h

-

'

one hand, and judilcal dlginty on the
watches
other, sits by and
the
wheels go round. He is a man of independent means who does not need
to serve hla country unless his country needs him. In fact, the only real
use Representative Boutell has for
any public position is to give him a
vent to exercise his extraordinary
abilities and his unconquerable energy.
Good Thing For Tawney
James A. Tawney, chairman of the
house committee on appropriations,
and the backbone of the house orconganization In many a
test on the floor, will be still another
notable among the , missing in the
congress after a continuous service of eighteen years in
the house. It is Mr. Tawney's intention to resume the practice of law,
which profession he followed before
going to Washington.
Whether he
wishes or not, however, Mr. Tawney
is literally in the hands of his friends,
who insist that he shall be given as
good a place in the service of the
United States government as President Taft has at his command. Consequently, he is being mentioned as
a prospective member of President
Taft's cabinet, should a vacancy occur, and as governor of the Panama
Canal Zone. For the latter office, he
has the indorsement not only of his
republican colleagues in the house,
but Representative A. S. Burleson, of
Texas, one of the leading democratic
members in that body, has promised
openly the support of his democratic
Both suggestions were
colleague.
wholly unsolicited by Mr. Tawney-- .
It is a safe prediction that if both
of these jobs were handed to Mr.
Tawney today on a silver platter,
he would take the latter for sentimental reasons. The construction ol
the Panama canal has been the legislative pet of Mr. Tawney ever since
the ' work on that waterway began,
He has visited Panama every year
for the past Beveral years to inspect
the work and to hold hearings on
the estimate of appropriations needed
to carry on the work to a conclusion.
Every dollar that has been appropriated by congress has been appropriated on the recommendations of Mr.
Tawney's committee, and neither the
house nor the senate has ever changed by so much as a dollar the recommendations for appropriations for the
canal work as made by the house
committee on appropriations. This is
a remarkable record inasmuch as last
year Mr. Tawney cut the canal esti
mates $10,000,000 below the figures
agreed upon by the army engineers
who are charged with the responsi
bility of digging the waterway at the
least cost and in the smallest space
of time consistent with
en
gineering work. Last autumn, when
Mr. Tawney visited the canal, he was
glad to find a surplus in the treasury,
a greater ' amount of work done than
he had anticipated, and no parsimony
necessary anywhere as a result of his
reduction in the estimates of the year
before. It is known that Mr. Tawney
had cherished the ambition that he
might be allowed to remain in congress at the head of the appropriation
ctfmmlttee until the last shovelful of
earth had been removed from the
hard-foug-
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California
Arizona

Mexico
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One way Colonist tickets on sale daily.
March 10 to April 10, 1911, inclusive, from

Las Vegas, N.M.
Only a few points shown below. For
fares to other points and information as
to the liberal stop-ovprivileges accorded, phone, write or see the undersigned
Los Angeles
$25.00
San Francisco
$25.00
San Diego
$25.00
er

Pasadena
Redlands
Sacramento
Santa Barbara
Monterey
Goldfield
Tonopah
Guaymas
Mexico City

$25.00
$25.00
$25.00

i

$25.00
$25.00
$35.60
$35.60
$25.00
$25.00

.
-

Through tourist sleepers to Los Angeles and San Francisco are electric
lighted and have smoking room for
men and extra large dressing room
for women.
D.

L Batchelor,
Agent.

A.

T.:&S.F.R.R.

LOCAL TIME CARD
WEST BOUND
Arrive
No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No.

1:50
6:15
5:15
6:35

P. M.
A. M.
P. M.

P.

No.
No.
No.
No.

2:10 P. M.
6:20 A. M.
5:40 P. M.
7:00 P. M.

1
3
7
9

EAST BOUND

Arrive
No.
No.
No.
No

2
4
8

9:10 P.

10

Depart
9:15 P. M.
11:80 P. M.
1:25 A. M.
S:10 P. M.

No- - 8

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

Panama canal. For this reason, it is
believed by his friends that any offer
made to Mr. Tawney to connect him
officially in a position of responsibility with the Panama canal could not
and would not be turned down by him
except after the most careful consideration, at least
You are probably aware that pneu
monia always results from a cold, but
you never heard of a cold resulting in
pneumonia when Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy was uaed. Why take the.
risk when this remedy may be had
for a trifle? For sale by all druggists.
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us, and we shall stop our extensions,
withdraw our builders, cut down put
equipment orders, lessen the number
of our employes. You, not we, "will
pay for it Now go ahead and do
your worst!"
In one form or another the country
has heard that challenge a hundred
times in the last few years.
Judge Lovett and Mr- Otto Kahn
one a Harriman lawyer and officer,
the other a Harriman banker have
expressedthe- - new principle. The
good faith of the two speakers cannot
be Judged ' fry 'promises, and it remains to be eeeiv how vfar acts will
fit principles.-"";ythe tery announcement of the principles is so startling-lnew and so lull of rich promise
that it must be hailed with entnusi-aBin- .
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Per Year, by Carrier .... 17.50
'Dally Per Month, by Carrier... .65
Daily Per Week, by Carrier .. .15
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
Per Year, by Mall
2.00

It is about this season of the year.
or a' little later, that a man walks
savagely Into his home, upsets the
chairs in his way and brutally kicks

Six Month
la-g-

of

1.00

Advertisers are guaranteed, the
dally and weekly circulation
any newspaper in northeastern New

Mexico.
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CELEBRITIES

.

Emma Eames, the grand opera star,
although of American, parentage, wan
'
born iaChina
Thonias "A. Edison,' the Invfcntor,
haa never Lworn an overcoat, 4 silk
hat or a pair of kid gloves In hla life.
Ralph Modjesko, the son of the late
Mme. Modjeska, is a famous bridge
engineer. He uses the masculine form
of the name.
Cy Warman, the poet of the nil.
was at one time a farmer and whpt
broker In Illinois. Later he worked
in the railroad shops at Denver.
William Marconi, the wireless wiz
ard, was, born in Italy. His mother
was Irish born. He married the Hon.
Beatrice O'Brien of London In 1905.
Eugene Zimmerman, "Zim,"( the,
caricaturist, was born in Switzerland.
In his youth he was a fish peddler,
and later a baker and a sign painter.
,
the: famous hin-es- e
Wu
law in England,
studied
diplomat,
and is enrolled at Lincoln's Tnn. He
built the first railway in China.
Robert J. Wynne, late American
consul general at London, is a member of the Loyal Legion, by inheritance.
William Gillette, the actor, is the
son of a clergyman. His only brother
is a Kansas farmer.
Ernest Thompson Seton, the naturalist, spent his boyhood in the backwoods of Canada. He was at one
time official naturalist of Manitoba.
Ada Rehan, famous actress, made
her first appearance on the stage at
the age of. 14, at Newark, N. J.
William A- Brady was at one time
a sterling Shakespearean actor In the
companies headed by the late Mme.

the tat through the kitchen door, j He
ignore hia w ue when she speaks kindly to him, growls like a hull dog at
the children and gives his mother-in- law a malignant look.
"Send for some rhubarb," says the
mother-in-laspeaking softly.
.The next morning the family has
rhubarb sauce for breakfast, rhubarb
and rhubarb
pie at the noonday-mea- l
sauce again at night. A few days later the same man may be seen with
his arm clasped lovingly about his
A dozen other railroad heads, in wife while the children play at his
public speeches, in magazine articles, knee. Every now . and then he will
in interviews, give tongue to the same lean over and affectionately kiss his
conviction. If a man have patience motber-in-law- .
to read these new outpourings of the
Rhubarb comes along in the spring
railroad heart, he will find in them of the year like a gently-spokebeneall a fervid desire for publicity not diction. By rights it should precede
the old sterilized brand, but real out- the mustard greens and the hog jowl.
right publicity. He will note also When we have plenty of rhubarb we
more or less veiled admissions ol may safely dispense with sassafras
railroad fault in the past. Above all, tea. Rhubarb even takes the place of
he will note that, in the minds of the uslphur and molasses.
v
railroad men, the railroad has again
The latter mixture is for children
become a public servant, a public when they are very young and entirelv
utility.
helpless. Grown persons in possession
It remain only to put into ef- of all their mental faculties and the
fect this new spirit of
free use of their limbs do not take it.
Let the railroads of the west sweep Not if they;-seit first. They cannot
away the tangled webs that they have be induced to take It, yet they pre
woven, for their own ends, about the scribe liberal doses for the little ones.
state capitols. Let railroad lobbyists Being busy at
something else nearly
become extinct around the halls of all the
time, the humane officers do
'
Washington. Let a few of the big not always interfere.
systems look to it and see whether
The head of the family should take
or not the men who run them are
sulphur and molasses in the spring
men who care a little about the pub- no
doubt, yet who is going to handcuff
lic and its rights and powers. There
and gag him, to admin'ster the remthat
is a school of railroad officers
It must be admitted that there Modjeska.
must be swept from the house before edy?
Is nothing alluring in the taste of sulMarie Corelli, the novelist, is a
It can be considered garnished for
and molasses when they are
phur
r
of Eric Mackoy, the poet.
railroad
The
the
day.
dawning
mixed together. It is much better to
whose head Is a reactionary will defeed him rhubarb, which he takes with
How's This?
serve all that it gets from the new
a grateful smile, the results
We oner One Hundred Dollars Reprebeing
commerce.
of
democracy
ward for any case of Catarrh that
cisely the same.
o
cured by Hall'B Catarrh
Rhubarb is .the natural enemy of the cannotF.be
J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Cure.
USING QUOTATION MAHKS divorce lawyer, and if taken freely in
We, the undersigned, have known F.
the spring of the year, assist in giving J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
When Webster's dictionary and our the overworked family physician a believe him perfectly honorable in all
transactions and financially
rest. It Is poison to his business
grammars were compiled it was not
able to carry out any obligations made
a' dream of the compilers that quo- practice, but that is all. Without rhu- by his firm.
barb we are handicapped and unable
WALDING, KINNAN &" MARVIN,
tation marks would ever be used as to
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
appreciate all the beauties of gloriHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intera means of distinguishing a person's ous
springtime. Until we have had nally, acting directly upon the blood
standine in society, but we haveJ our share of it and the
sluggish "liver and mucous surfaces of the system.
has been awakened from Its winter le- Testimonials sent free. Price 75c per
reached that point.
In Philadelphia a young man of thargy wer are Inclined to worry when bottle. Sold by all druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
should warble.
aristocratic and distinguished lineage
pation.
had a boxing match with a profession
al prize fighter. It is very fashionable now for aristocratic young men
TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET REPORTS
to engage in such, pastime,' just to
show that they have muscle, even
though they have no brains of which
heavy, $6.907; packers and butch
honey and
we may confidently speak.
ers. $6.907.05; light, $77.10.
New York, Feb. 28.
.
Call
money
The young man's name is "Tony"
4
2(5-Market steady to
iSheep 8,000.
mercantile
cent;
per
prime
Biddle, and he boxed with plain
weak.
lambs,
Mexican
dol
cent.
Muttons,
$3.504.40;
paper
per
The
McFarland.
gentle
Packey
fed
wethers
45. Amalgamated 63
and
year-lars
J5.255.85;
Sugar
reader will note the difference in the
'
western
fed
122
ewes,
lintes,
105
Atchison
S44.40;
Great
quotation marks. Had not "Tony'
3.504.10.
New
York
been an aristocrat his name would Northern pfd. 125
Northern Pacific
not have been enclosed in quotation Central 108
Southern PaCHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Reading 156
marks. It will be noticed that all 123
116
cific
176
Southern
Pacific
28. Cattle,
Mc2,000,
Chicago, Feb.
the newspapers speak of Packey
Market strong. Beeves,
preferred 118
Farland without the use of the dis Steel "8
Texas steers, $4.305.70; western
tinguishing marks. Packey has no
stockers'
and
ol
reason
steers, $4.655.75;
claims of distinction by
WOOL
feeders, J3.855.85; cows and heif
aristocratic lineage.
St. Louis, Feb. 28. Wool Market ers,
Our nonpareil opinon of quotation
J2.655.80; calves, $5.709.50.
and western
Territory
unchanged.
Hogs 19,000. Market strong to
marks is that they are wholly insuf
fine mediums, 16
cents higher. Light,- - $6.857.05;
ficient to distinguish the aristocrat mediums, 1922;
17;
fine,
1213.
from the plebeian in this land of the
mixed, $6.757.15; heavy, $6.70
6.85; good to choice heavy, $6.85
free. The Bible uses no quotation
marks at all. Certain modern news
7.05;
pigs, $7.107.30; bulk, $6.95
HETAL
7.05.
papers on both sides of the Atlantic
New York, Feb. 28. Lead, market
insist on placing quotation marks be
Sheep 12.000. Market steady. Na
dull,
440450, standard copper quiet; tive, $34.65; western, $3.104.70;
fore every line when a long quota
and May 12.1012.20. Silver
tion is being given. And these news- spot
yearlings, $4. 70 5. 65; i lambs and
53
will
is
it
natives,
admitted,
$56'.10; western, $5.25
papers,
frankly
6.10.
go out of existence when the score
or so of subscribers who have been
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
taking them for "half "a century go to
Remember the Name
Kansas' City, Feb. 28. Cattle, 7,000, Foley's Honey and Tar for all coughs
a place where they will not need
Including 400 southerns. Market is and colds, for croup, bronchitis,
newspapers any more-Onsteers, hoarseness and for racking la grippe
of our foremost
strong. Native
magazines steady to
southern steers, $5 coughs. No opiates. Refuse substimade the experiment of adopting the $3.406.60;
tues. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
cows
and
French quotation mark. Its editor 5.90; southern
heifers, Drug Co.
felt that something was wrong, and $3.505.50; native cows and heifconcluded that it must be the quota- ers, $3.506.10; stockers and feedHow to cure a cold Is a Question In
tions. But the experiment had to be ers, 4.505.80; mulls, $4.405.20; which 'many are interested just now.
abandoned, and now the magazine is calves, $4.758.25; western steers, Chamberlain's Cough, Remedy has
won its great reputation and immense
back in the old rut, using the ordinary $3.25(5.6; western cows, $3.255.
its remarkable cure of colds.
sale
kind of quotations. The editors have
Hogs 13,000. Market strong to 5 It canby
always be dependedI upon. For
never discovered quite what was and cents
higher. Bulk, $6.907.05; sale by all druggists.
is the matter.
In language, quotations are used to
prevent confusion; but is this not a
profession on the part of the writer
that he cannot set down a plain,
unvarnished skill tastefully?
Socially, quotations are used to insure the preservation of social disThe Kind to Decorate the Home
tinction. "Tony" Biddle of Philadelphia's four hundred must be quoted.
But Packey, McFarland of nowhere
in particular can get along without
the printer's frills.
The distinfcUon has been made
plain and there is but one thing more i
The Best at Moderate Prices
,
McFarland
to be added. Packey
knocked "Tony" Biddle out in the
boxing match by giving '"iony" his
first Introduction to the common or
garden variety of upper cut as it is
606 DOUGLAS r AVE..
used by the plebeian but muscular
pugs.
y
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ANNOUNCEMENT
A

Large Irrigation Project Opened by
TEN LAKES LAND COMPANY

,

Thia Company deairee to announce the formal opening of the HN
whic
IRRIGATION
PROJECT located In San Miguel, and Mora counties,
includea about 50,000 acrea of IRRIGABLE LAND. !l
COMPANY
The Company haa purchaaed from., the, PLACIti RANCH
of the
aouth
about 22,000 acrea of land, connected with, the above project,
Santa Fe
the
of
either
and
aide
adjoining
river
and
lying along
Sapello
bo
Railroad for aeveral mllea In San Miguel County, and, haa caused to
a
Irrigation
special
HAND
IRRIGATION
PROJECT,
out
created
of the Said
with prior
System known aa the "TEN LAKES IRRIGATION SYSTEM"
right for 15,000 acrea of IRRIGABLE LAND.
The first Installment, under thia ayatem, consist of THOUSANDS OF
of
ACRES ready for IRRIGATION and thia aeaaon'a crop, In eluding much
com- and
location,
to
the choice landa of the entire tract, both aa
quality
MAIN LINE
mencing about aix miles Northeast of Laa Vegas, along the
and
Onaa and
Azul
of the SANTA FE RAILWAY, between the Stationa of
river.''
to
the Sapello
extending North
WATER la now stored and will be furnlahed from aeveral large reservoirs located upon and Immediately tributary to the Lands under thia
of
System. We are offering the Landa in our firat Installment in farma
10 acrea or more, Including a PERPETUAL WATER RIGHT, a Deed will
be delivered upon the payment of $20.00 per acre of the purchase price In
the following manner:
on or before one year and 3 on or before two yeara with
Cash,
6 per cent Interest on deferred paymenta, a balance of $40.00 per acre to
be assumed by Purchaser on date of purchase, payable on or before TWENTY YEARS from said date with 6 per cent interest (said Interest payable
annually.)
If full price la paid In Cash of either or both of the above atipulated
amounts, at time of purchase, a DISCOUNT of 5 per cent will be allowed.
We also have a MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN.
When the above mentioned $20.00 per acre of the purchase price haa
been paid, as provefed, and all other terms and conditions have been complied with by the purchaser as set forth In our Land Contract, we agree
to take back the Land and Water Rights at the Option of the purchaser
free from Incumbrance except In the manner herein specified and refund
to such purchaser the net sum of $20.00 per acre.. . (Interest paid will not
be refunded).
With' reference to the Water Supply, we will state, that the entire
holdings of Water, Water Rights and Water Privileges whatsoever, obtained from the Sapello. River now owned by said Placita Ranch Company
or which may accrue under and by virtue of any subsequent application by
said Company for waters from said river are pledged to the said "Ten
Lakes Irrigation System" by a first and prior right and claim for the purpose of Irrigating the eald 15,000 acres above mentioned.
The
lands adjoining the above which have an average
rainfall of about twenty Inches per annum, we now offer at $10.00 per acre.
The Company has opened a new town on their land at Onava and has
under construction several buildings some of which have already been
completed.
The above described lands will stand the most thorough examination.
For further Information communicate with
ONAVA, N. M. Present Post
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ONE MOKE COMPLAINANT
The stage Jew, the Irishman and
forth complaints from their prototypes in real
life, on the ground that they were
not faithfully portrayed, and now
comes the Indian with a just revolt
against the way he is shown in the
moving pictures.
As a matter of fact, the Indians in
the moving pictures are rundown actors, all of them white men in the
guise of the noble red. The film probably was made in New Jersey, or
some place "twenty-fiv- e
minutes from
Broadway," and the bad "Indians"
were in a hurry to get back to their
haunts among the beer saloons and
cheap lodging houses.
It is no wonder
Indians are protesting against this misrepresentation of their race in the
moving pictures. They should not
stand for such caricatures.
The Indians have a sense of humor highly
developed, but it does not run in that
The complaint, 'too, is
direction.
based on the fact that in the moving pictures the Indians are portrayed
aB being "wild and woolly," dressed
only in feathers and paint, engaged
..always in the pleasing pastime of
murdering and scalping their victims.
The time has come when the In
dian, especially the New Mexico Indian, should have some recognition
of his moral and civil rights, even
though his material rights are ground
into the dust. The Indians in New
Mexico are well to do. Many of them
are counted as the best business men
of the territory. They are not allowed the privilege of handling their
own property, under the laws of the
government, but they should not
have to undergo the humiliation of
in the moving
being caricatured
pictures.
Should the moving picture makers
photograph the New Mexico Indian
as be really is, perhaps it would not
interest the audiences looking for
thrills. For the most part it would
be pictures of men and women in
the usual walks of life. Some of them
wouhi be found raising sheep, some
engaged in the cattle business and
many others at work on their farmsThese people have a right to pro
test against being shown on a screen
as warriors with faces smeared with
paint, chicken feathers .stuck in their
hair and bows, and arrows held in
their hands. The Indians of today
, are not engaged in scalping
anybodyThe protest .should be made douDly
strong on account of the fact that
the Indiana in the moving pictures are
being represented by cheap actors In
New York, who know less about the
red man than any class of people on
earth.

the Dutchman brought
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Skirt Week
Bacharach's

2

Reductions Commence Monday, February 27, and Close
Saturday, March 4th
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This sale includes our latest and newest models
of women's skirts shown for Spring: 19H.
This
means that you may have your unrestricted choice
of our complete line. We offer them all at

3--

15

4400

,

Per Cent Off

John B. Stetson Hats for Men,
Sizes, All Styles

AH

0

Colors, All d?

p2.00

$2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Men's Hats

at

$1.98

We offer these in order to make room for new stocks
'
which are arriving

daily.

j

Special Numbers
35C, 50c

and 65c Men's

Sox at....:. '.;;?.iv....

.

There is a rainbow in the railroad
and fair
sky, promising
peace
;
weather, says the well known writer
on railroad topics, C. M. Keys, In the
March world's Work. It Is nothing
more nor less than a frank and open
.avowal on the part of the heads of
many systems that the cardinal erfor
,
which underlays the period of public
hostility toward railroads was committed by the railroads, and a fair
promise that it will never happen
again.
A statement recently promulgated
by Judge Lovett, head of the Harri-ma- n
lines, caps the general confession
t of many other heads of systems. The
very promulgation of such a belief
"
marks the new era. Always the
has met public opposition with
Cdefiance. The nflfcal,'Nply has been
a challenge something' like this:
"Oppose us, attack us, or criticize

3

....19c

.

These are going' by .'.one-haand
whole dozen lots at a time get in on
them before they are all gone.
lf

ELECTRIC LAMPS

LIBRARY, READING

and PIANO

Women's All Linen HandkVrchiefs worth 15c
each, plain white, narrow, - hemstitched border
special price 9c each.

Ladies' Short Silk Gloves, worth
65c, 6, 6 7 and 7 all colors, 48c

iii
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GR0WTHr0F NEW

PERSONALS
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Tito "Melendez, well known"cItfzen
of Mora, was in the city today,
y
P, K.'Kaler, a Santa Fe official is
her f roni 1 Junta on a business

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
, the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

.

Columbia Grafono'a
r'.i "Favorite" $50.00

COL. TWITCHELL OOOOOCCOCCOOOOCCCCQCOOOOCD
A DIG GIFT TO THE PUBLIC

g

YORK MAY BE

WILL DELIVER

CHECKED

A LECTURE

James D. Davidson of Albuquerque
BELIEF EXPRESSED THAT METROwasv a ''business'" visitor In this city
POLIS WILL NOW SLOWLY
M
'""
today.'- GAIN IN POPULATION .
rbofone?

"SOLDIERS OF THE CROSS" TO BE
SUBJECT OF AN ADDRESS AT

''

Ra1phPE. Twitchell is in
Santa Fe1Wvlegal business for the
Sa'titiTFe1- 'railway.
Andres Gandert, sheriff of Mora
county., was a visitor in Las Vegas today. He came from Mora yesterday.
Mrs., I. Tishler, mother of Mrs.
Charles Greenclay, left today for Den-vewhere she expects to make her

5

New York, Feb. 28. That New York
is destined to grow much more slowly

$1.00 Per Week

in the future than it has in the past
Is 'the conclusion of Dr. Walter Laid-law- ,
who has devoted many years to
During February Only
the study of the factors that have
contributed heretofore to the ralpd exThe low price with the
'
pansion of the metropolis. He j prehome.
WINTERS DRUG CO.
dicts that by 1940 the total population easiest terms ever made on a
.Charles A, Spiess went this after- of the
grade machine. Everycity will be about 9,600,oi6 in- high- can
noon to Raton, where he will spend
now hear the great
body
Phone Slain 3
the 20,000,000 that moife opstead
of
a few days looking after legal busichoirs and
minstrels,
singers,
timistic statisticians have been forebands right in their homes. No
ness.
4
t ,
Dr.
reasons
The
that
telling.
Lajdlaw
M. Wfteenan,
territorial brand gives for his opinion are several. He more long winter evenings.
Mail your order or come in at
inspector, ,is here from his home in points out that among the chief caus' Wo
once.
official
to
his
Pay All Freight
Springer,, .attending
es contributing to the swift rise in
Charge
duties.
,,
population down to the present have Hundreds of records to select
A
and Miss been the great volume of immigration
Mrs. Margaret "Riegel
from. The same terms apply,
Riegel, of Germantown, Pa., and Miss entering the port and the centering of during
February on
Anna Stumf of Baltimore, Md., are the country's export and import trade,
visitors in the city.
here. The efforts which the federal
Mrs. J. R. Jarvls and Mrs. H. R. authorities and others are now making
Jarvis, of Belmar, N. J., are visiting to direct a large share of immigration
a short time In this city while on a to other parts he believes will be sucBEEF
cessful and with fewer Europeans artour of the southwest.
PORK
riving here naturally fewer will bememaster
division
J. A. Conley,
come residents of New York. The
The prices on Talking
chanic for the Santa Fe, is in the city
MUTTON
export trade too is being deflected Machines and Records are the
In
for
Raton
from his headquarters
from this city and the completion of same as in New York,
Chicago
the purpose of looking after matters
VEAL
the Panaman canal ia likely to bring or Back East.
pertaining to his office.
about a shifting of trade to gulf and
CHICKENS
James Flynn, representing a St. Pacific ports that will cut down the
Joseph, Mo-- wholesale dry goods con- previously undisputed supremacy of
HAMS AND
cern, was interviewing Las Vegas New York. Dr. L&idlaw believes that
I
BACON
retailers today and booking orders thia will remain the
largest 'city in
for spring and summer fabrics.
the country but that other ports, parEarl Winters, formerly of the Red ticularly Chicago, New Orleans and O posite Y. M. C. A., E. Las Vegas
A.
PAPEN
JOHN.
Cross drug store, but now a traveling San Francisco will rapidly approach
salesman for a Los Angeles house, New York in trade and population
morning until eight or nine at night
war In t.hn cltv today renewing old during the next twenty-fiv- e
years.
PHONE 144 AND 145,
their demand for shorter hours does
business.
and
soliciting
acquaintances
not appear unreasonable. The proprie
That
are
there
in
real
Mrs.
posslbllties
Mr. and Mrs. M. Danziger and
tors
of the large bootblack stands as"Stir
Charles Danziger leave tonight on the life for farcical situations more absurd sert that competition Is so keen in
than
anything that the imagination
Chicago limited .for St. Louis, Mo
this business and rentals are so high
and Memphis, Tenn., where they will of the dramatist can produce was il- that any reduction in the hours of
JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS
visit relatives and friends for sever- lustrated here this week. While It is labor would mean the final departure
al weeks. . The Danzigers formerly nothing unusual for persons to be lost of the five-ceshine.
Already the
in New York, the peculiar situation
TRUSTEE lived in, Memphis.
RETIRES
in all the hotels and
charged
price
on
was
of
this occasion
presented
Houses of the city has been
John Joerns, clerk of the court for
three persons, a man, his wife and his apartment to a
will
go
increased
district,
dime. In the past the
Fourth
judicial
MEMBER OF LAS VEGAS GRANT the
sister-in-laall lost at one time and
will
he
where
to
has been highly
business
bootblack
Raton,
Thursday
BOARD SINCE ITS CREATION
each seeking tne others throughout the
In New York and several
a few days. He will go from
profitable
spend
Btlll
More remarkable
this queer
SON SUCCEEDS HIM
fortunes have been made from
Raton to Clayton, where next Monday city.
race kept up for ten days. large
it by forehanded Italians, the most
district cpurt tor Union county will triangular
none
concerned
of the persons
'
stop
After having served since Its crea- open for the March term.
v'
conspicuous, of the group being now
ping long enough In one place for the a
tion bv the legislature as a member
Wall
street
operator.
prominent
Civil Engineer George E. Morrison
of the board of trustees of the Las returned this afternoon from San otehrs to catch up. The trouble began
Lough-rey- ,
Mr.
Mrs.
when
Frederick
and
Vegas land grant, Jefferson Raynolds
The first flying waiter has just been
make esboth of whom were strangers to
to Jose, where he had been to
his resicnatlon
here. Of course it has of
discovered
the
for
measurements
timates and
the metropolis, separated at the door
Clarence J. Roberts, judge of the new
been
built
cla'med
ten
by hotels and res1b to
be
which
ibridge
of their quiet little hotel near Union taurants
The resigFourth judicial district.
absorbers of tips
the
that
across the Pecos at that place by Square to go separate ways for a
nation has been accepted and Judge
In the service of
feet
flew
commission
winged
the
op.
He
says
the county.
Roberta has appointed Hallett Ray- ers desired estimates made early so day's shopping and sightseeing. In the gfesta. But one Palamede who
due course the wife returned but the
nolds, son of the retiring trustee, to that
.they could let the contract for husband had forgotten the name and Is waiter in the Hotel Rector goes
succeed Mr. Raynolds. Increasing busconstruction at the earliest address of the hotel and was unable farthe than this. When he isn't waitiness responsibilities made it impospossible date. Mr. Morrison has com to make his way back. Worse still ing h is actually flying aa he is the
sible for Mr. Raynolds to continue
p'eted as much of the work of the he had spent nearly all tne money owner of an aeroplane which he
longer on the board.
neeps at one of the nearby abandoned
sewer survey as can be done indoors.
During hia entire service Mr. Ray- He will complete the baance as soon that he carried with him. The wife race ti acks. He is said to be the first
waited two days for him and then re waiter aviator in the
nolds was one of the faithful workers as the weather
profession. Just
4Will permit.
failed
never
He
turned to their home.. About this at
among the trustees.
sent he is doing more waiting
pre
returned
of
Optimo,
William Steeve
time the husband thought to telegraph than
to attend a meeting unless unavoidaviating, however. Naturally, in
hom this afternoon after a visit to to their home, tout gave no address.
ably out of the city and transacted
to secure the money necessary
order
obtained
he
The wife rushed to the city and to to the maintenance of his air craft he
his part of the task of the adminis- Las Vega's' daring which
material and the office from which the message
tration of the grant with thejjame estimates on the cost of
new German was sent but could get no trace there. could not devote all his time to flying.
the
for
with
construction
that
as
sagacity and, aldlity
Indeed so large were the demands on
is soon to She left without
leaving en address hia tlii e as a waiter that he found
which he looks after his private busi- Lutheran parsonage, which
new
the
and shortly afterward the husband
ness interests. It "was in 1893 that be eixicted in, connection with
The church was completed came in to learn If a reply had been it necessary to hire some one to try
Mr. Raynolds became a member of church.
out ani demonstrate hia machine for
weeks ago. Mr.
the board upon its establishment. He and dedicated a fewfamilies soon will received to his message. Meanwhile him. Matters went swimmingly for a
had come to New time
the sister-in-lahad been a member since that date, Sleeve said that six
aid then too" swimmingly for
re- leave their homes In Iowa and come
various
the
office
in
and
the search, but the ma hine in one of ita
through
York
joined
holding
will
flights took
re- to Optimo, near which place they
without knowing the whereabouts of a
organizations of the board and
3 Into the river where it still
new
pluns
In
their
be
will
locate. They
either of her relatives. The puzzle is in
ceiving appointments.
site of efforts to locate it
next month. Two heavy was
ended only when the newspapers Palamele ia in no
Mr. Raynolds' resignation was re- homes early
a
insure
way daunted, how
will
ceived Saturday afternoon by Judge snow storms recently
got hold of the case and published the ever, aid proposes to continue aa the
farmers
for
the
dry
successful
year
facts.
Roberta, who immediately appointed
the country's only waiter aviator.
growing dry
Optimo la , a rapidly
a successor for the veteran trustee.
Its
population
farming community.
Following the lead of other necesThe Profession of begging, which
is made-- p principally of German saries of
It
but
masculine,
sounds
life, the cost of "shines" now has bean developed here to an ex
A hymn
Lutheran farmers.
seems likely to soar upward. The di
generally Isn't.
tremely) fine art, is to be investigated,
rect cause of this ia the threatened and mahy are the interesting details
SUF strike of the bootblacks of the city
PICTURE OF
TERRIBLE
which ii ia expected will be revealed,
who demand shorter hours and high
FERING
The police say that many of the beg
it i
Mrs. M. C. McElroy, in er ay. It ia Intimated that in lieu gars noy carrying what Is known as
Clinton,
these concessions they might the "roikh stuff" to
a letter from Clinton, writes: "For six of both
unprecedented
either one but some relief they limits ate recent arrivals from "the
accept
female
from
sufferer
a
was
I
years,
'
must have. Aa a first step
troubles. I could not eat, and could Insist they
jungle" is all the territory west of
toward
it they have caused
obtaining
without
suffering
i
anW
feet,
called , in police slang.
not stand
"in the state Hobokenj
ereat DeAttJ Three of the best doctors a bill to be introduced
At present the high class beggar is
hours of
as scientific in his methods and
In the s&te said I was in a critical legislature regulating their
if thia falls just
labor
but
insist
that
I
lost
they
hill.
down
and
going
rounds as any successful solocitor for
a condition,
contains
1 sterner measurea will be adopted. In
Sunny Monday
a large commercial house. The usual
hope. After using Cardul a week,
dirt-startview of their claim that they are now
which has a two- beran
feel
better
I
Now
''improve.
routine it to start the day at noon
to
fold virtue it saves rubbing than in six years." Fifty yeara of suc- compelled to.work from seven in the as a "flopper" In the financial district
la positive
as the business men are going to
ard saves your clothes. More- cess, in actual practice,
be relied
can
always
Cardul
that
dirt-startin
lunch, a "flopper" being a term approof
Sunny
the
Natural-Fooover,
and
weakness
female
jeifevjng
for
on,
plied to eggara who simulate physiit will
Monday stays .there
"
war
nui
cal injures. Next they wwrh the
disease,
do just as good work with the Sold by all druggists.
Sixt i avenue elevated stations
the
Wins
health.
golden
last wafer of the cake as when
to catch he afternoon shoppers stick'
Try
the bar is new, You get the
ing prett:' closely to the retail shopJEWELS STILL MISSING
kind
in
ping dis riet until 5 o'clock. After
any
benefit of it, too,
New' York, Feb. 28. Not the slight
this it Is a case of s hasty exodus to
searcn
the
in
of water, at any temperature, est clue has developed
hotels' an( club district 3 joeatch. the
nntains nothine to for the J130,(WO worth of Jewels
c
$
dinner oixwd and then another quick
in place of coffee or tea. j f
,
Drummpnd
harm the hands or the clothes. It is the which t Mrs, Maldwin
about 7:30 to the theatrical dis
of
Jr.
jump
Field,
Marshall
.'
most economical laundryjcpjnaae. fnrnrl' Mrs
.
a Reason
trict which la worked until midnight
roord
state
her
from
missed
Chicago;
COMPANY
wlateiv
on the steamer Amerika sunqaj
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WE HAVE

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

The Edison or The

"

Victor Talking
Machines
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ROSENTHAL

Opportunity seldom cornea to Las
to hear a better lecture
than that which will be given Thurs
day evening at the Normal University
by Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell. Col
onel Twltchell'8 eubject is "Soldiers of
the Cross." The lecture deals with
the accomplishments of the Francis
can Fathers in the spread of religion
and civilization throughout the southwest. Colonel Twitchell has made a
profound study of the history of the
southwest, particularly New Mexico.
The work of the early religious
teachers has come under his careful
Investigation. Perhaps there is no
man in the United States today who
is more better fitted to speak on such
subjects aa Colonel Twitchell.
The lecture will be illustrated with
slides. Many of the
stereopticon
views will be of historical interest as
they are from Colonel Twltohell's remarkable collection of. photographs of
men aud places once prominent In
the affairs of the southwest. Admis
sion will be absolutely free. The public is cordially Invited to be present.
Vegaa people
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A reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
At this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and
best paper published in Denver.
Neither money nor labor will be spared to make THE
REPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the best
'
'
and most reliable paper in the West.
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
Herald newsservice, gies our readers Jevery morning all
the news gathered from every part of the world.
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading authors and humorists of the day and many pages of photographs of great interest.

SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
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o
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John Patrick,
had been
ing temporarily in a Railroad avenue g
restaurant, his skipped out,
JOHN

PATRICK
who

ing to the proprietor, Gue Lehman,
and taken several articles of clothing belonging to one of the cooks in
the establishment. Patrick came into
town a short time ago. He said be
was broke and hungry. Lehman gave
him employment. Recently the man
got some money from relatives. He
took enough of the second cook's
clothing with him when he left to
cause that worthy to begin seeking
for a barrel In which to cloth himself. The cook found a barrel that
would fit him harder to locate than
a pair of trousers, so he purchased
the latter. Nobody
knows where
Patrick is but he probably la still
standing "pat" in the cook's shoes.
IN ARIZONA

VOTED

Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 28. By an af
firmative vote of 76.12 per cent of
the total,." the proposed constitution of
Arizona was ratified at the recent
election. The official canvass was
completed late yesterday. This shows
that out of the total of 16,009 votes
cast 12,187 were In favor of the constitution with 3,822 against. The total
vote was small, however, as 27,676
votes were cast at the previous general election.
AT DENVER

NO ELECTION

Denver. Feb. 28. There wae no
election In today's senatorial ballot,
nor important changes.
ENDORSE IT.
"Marlon Harland," Mrs. Janet SI Hill,
and Mrs. Sarah Tyson Rorer are among
the cooking authorities whose names are
familiar to almost every housewife.
Each has her own distinctive methods
of work, but it is Interesting to note
that on the
question of a
cooking fat, they are unanimous In
recommending Cottolene.
''Marlon Harland" says of Cottolene:
"It has given complete satisfaction."
Mrs. Hill says: "Very satisfactory; glad
to recommend itr" Mrs. Rorer says: "A
much more healthful product than lard."
With such authority behind it, every
will be safe In giving Cothousekeeper
tolene a trial. It is purer and more
wholesome than lard and it is more
less being reeconomical, too,
EXPERTS

one-thi-

Please fill out and forward this blank.
THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Denver, Cola,
Send to my address until I order it discontinued,
VER RFPUBLICAN. Daily and Sunday.
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IS NATIONAL GAME
ON THETOBOOGAN?
STATISTICS SHOW THAT NEW
PLAYERS DEVELOP SLOWER
THAN

POSTUM
j

"There's

CHICAGO

.

,

S

FADE

'
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their future careers will continue for
only a brief period at best, and their
places will be filled with youngsters
from the minor leagues.
This reconstruction and bolstering
of the wabbling major league teams
will continue for several years until
the standard of perfection which pre
vailed several years ago, will have
been attained, and the chances are
that In the meantime a ten, twenty
and thirty class of ' amusement will
be served the public and baseball will
class of
drop into the nicledeon
amusements.
The magnates
of baseball fully
appreciate the seriousness of the situation; thia is evidenced by the mad
scramble being made each year
looking youngsters in the'
jungles. Statistics show that one out
of every ten or eleven of these bush-me- n
is able to make the big leagues.
According to the ratio, it will be
readily understood that the old stars
are dropping out of the game much
faster than the new ones are developing. An army, of juveniles is herded
into the big arena each spring, and
before sultry summer months roll
around we find tjhe ambitious lot
with their faces turned back toward
the minors and their hopes crushed
and fallen.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
In

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Famished on All Kinds of
Building Job Work a Specialty
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optlo

O09

San Miguel National Bank
OmnHmlPmldln

0100,000.00

Las Zltgas
Interest Paid

cm

J. M.

CUNNINGHAM,

President,

PRANK SPRINOBR, Vk President,
D. T. nosKiris, cainier,

r. o. januaky,

Astt.

cnitr. j j

turplum
0BO,OOO.OO

Time Deposits

Which
Sideare You On?
'
.

'

and Drink

v

STARS

With the opening of the training
season for another year of baseball
at hand, many are asking the question whether baseball is going back.
Appearances at present are much in
favor of the affirmative side of the
question; there can be no doubt in
the mind of the close student of the
game that America's national pastime
ia slowly but purely deteriorating; not
necessarily a permanent deterioration
but one which will manifest itself
for many yeara to come. The present
day galaxy of stars reached its zenith
four or five years ago, and since that
time the headliners have been gradually dropping back to tiie minors,
or out of the game entirely.
During the last season the two
classiest of all twlrlers, Mathewson
and Brown, experienced bad years,
compared to the roseate seasons they
had previously enjoyed. Both these
stellar moundmen were made to look
like class "Q" clowns during the
championship race by the Cardinals,
a trailing second-divisioaggregation.
In a little while the count of
will be handed them, and their individual greatness will pass into histhemselves
tory, while the hurlers
will be pegging along in the minors,
or be content to retire.
It ia certain that euch great stars
as Bobby Wallace, Larry Laiole, Hal
Chase, Hans Wagner, Fred Clarke
and a horde of others, including the
served
Bresnahan, have
intrepid
their best days on the diamond, and
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Of course it is easy to spend, but it is not as hard
The essential point, in
to save as you imagine.
banking your money is to start. We are ready to
open,,,.;

A Savings Account

Sbof

with you on a deposit as small as one dollar. We
will pay you interest from the day we receive your
,
money. Make your start now.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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SCOTTS

WALTER

DOGS SNEEZER

Famous Author Was Especially Fond
of These and His Other Pets
at Abbotsford.
One of my oleasant recollections la

I
I

In the summer of 1824, while aa
gloom of misfortune had not
clouded the mind of the great man.
There he was limping gaily along with
his pet companions amid the rural
scenes which be had tolled to secure
and loved so dearly.
Soott's fondness for animals has
never
been
sufficiently
perhaps
acknowledged. It was with him a
kind of second nature, and appears to
have been implanted when as a child
be was sent on a visit to the bouse of
his grandfather, Robert Scott, at
in the neighborhood of
Here, amid flocks of sheep and
lambs, talked to and fondled by shepherds and ewe milkers, and reveling
with collies, he was Impressed with a
degree of affectionate feeling for animals which lasted through life. At a
subsequent visit to Sandyknowe, when
his grandfather had passed away, and
the farm operations were administered by "Uncle Thomas," he was provided with a Shetland pony to ride
upon. The pony was little larger
than many a Newfoundland dog. It
walked freely into the house and was
regularly fed from the boy's hand. He
soon learned to ride the little pony
well, and often alarmed "Aunt Jenny"
by cantering over the rough places in
the neighborhood. Such were the beginnings of Scott's Intercourse with
animals. Growing up, there was something extraordinary in his attachment
to his dogs, his horses, his ponies and
his cats; all of which were treated by
him, each in Its own sphere, as agreeable companions, and which were attached to him in turn. W. Chambers.
e,

Dry-burg- h.

Optlc'i Number, Main 2.
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per fine each Insertion
line.
Estimate tlx ordinary words to
Ne ad to occupy lest space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
out regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.

Mate and Female
Help Wanted

WANTED Woman for downstairs
work and as cook. Good wages. Mrs.
Cecilio Roseuwald, corner Seventh
street and Baca avenue.
Dining room girl at
Railroad avenue.

WANTED

A first class cook in
four.
of
Apply 1031 Sixth.
ily

WANTED

403

fam-

ORIGIN

-

OUR

OF

CALENDAR

Story of the Year and Ita Daya, aa
Now Constituted, Told

Wanted

.

Every lady and gentleman in Las Vegas to try box ball.

Once More.

WANTED

.

For Sale
Foil

SALE 8 nice gentle heifers,
making bag for the first calf; JerAt f 28 per
sey and short-horhead delivered at Las Vegas. Harry
Maurice, Sapello.

FOR

SALE Sixty head of fine
mules and horses, right size and
ages for farm or public work. Chas.
Glasgow, Oolfax, N. M.

FOR SALE Buff Plymouth. Rock
baby chicks, 114.00 per 100. Money
must accompany oraer. Mrs. Mag
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2.
FOR SALE

Legal blanks of all descriptions. Notary seals and records at Tho Oyiio office.

For Rent
FOR RENT Nice front room, modern
house. 1034 Eighth, street.

FOR RENT The box ball alleys for
bowling parties.

Studying
The Ads You

By

Increase Greatly
Your Chances
of "Living
Happily Ever After!
Present day conditions of living
pretty nearly making
IMand

come

PERATIVE.
Householders find that the ads
really help to make the income
sTKEjlUn OVER THE NECESSITIES when it seems, sometimes,
like too big a task.
Baying economies a little here
and a little there really grow to
worth-whil- e
proportions in the
coarse of a year; and amount to an
increase of Income.
Home-make- rs
who are
earnest happiness-hunter- s
are coming quite generally, to be intelligent
readers of the ads.

TOE BARGAINS
ABE ADVERTISED
W THE OPTIC

WILIIAMJON
HAFFNDRCD.
ENGRAVER? PRINTERS

The Julian year consists of 365
lays and exceeded by 11 minutes 18.95
seconds the solar year of 885 days 6
hours 48 minutes 46 seconds. In
of this, the equinox in the
lourse of a few centuries fell back
In the time of Julius Cae-lait corresponded to March 25,
tnd by the sixteenth century It had
retrogarded to March 11. It was at
this time that a physician of Verona
Darned Ohlraldl proposed a plan for
unending the calendar. He died before he had opportunity to carry it
forward, but his brother presented It
to Pope Gregory XIII., who assembled
a number of learned men to dlaouss It.
It was passed upon favorably and
adopted, and. thus was given to the
world what has since been known as
the Gregorian calendar. In 1582 Oreg-W-y
Issued a brief, apollshlng the Julian
'calendar In all Catholic countries, and
Introducing the reformed one.
The reform of the Gergorlan or new
on the Julian or old, consisted in
dropping ten days after October 4,
1582, so that the 15th was reckoned
Immediately after the 4th. Every one
hundredth year, which, by the old style
was a leap year, was to be a common
year, the fourth century, divisible by
four, excepted; that is, 1600 was to re
main a leap year, but 1700, 1800 and
1900 were not to be reckoned aa such.
while 2000 was to be reckoned.
In this calendar the length of the
solar year Is taken to be 265 days 6
hours 40 minutes and 12 seconds, the
difference between which and the true
length Is immaterial. The Christian
Herald.
r,

Greenwich Time.
Standard time has been so long in
use everywhere In the United States
that most people appear to have for
gotten, if they ever knew, that It was
based upon the time at Greenwich, The
hour divisions were so arranged that
New York, or eastern time, Is exactly
five hours behind London; central
time is six hours behind London, and
so on. The tendency is evidently almost universally to accept the Greenwich, meridian as the starting point,
and to base all calculations of time
on it. Although the United States
maintains Its own observatory at
Washington, and prepare sits own nautical data, nevertheless, for all practical purposes Greenwich time and
calculations
based onr Greenwich
time, are universally used in both the
navy and the merchant marine. While
It might reasonably be expected that
there would be some sentiment an4
national prejudice against the acceptance of Greenwich time as the standard all over the world, the practical
benefits of a universal Btandard are
too obvious to be Ignored.
Hoops for Children.
The opinion is expressed by men
who have made a studv of Tr-u- .
for health, that It Is a pity the skipping-rope
and hoop have gone out of
fashion for children.
It is suggested they are more excel
lent mediums for the physical develop
ment tnan bicycles and roller skates.
The fact that small children are al
lowed to have bicycles, and conse
quently make no use of nature's
means of progression, is offered as an
objection to them.
The skipping-ropand hoop require
them to run and walk. Young chil
dren should be encouraged to do this
as much as possible, and always with
;a springy step.
They need to use
their feet and legs, and exercise that
brings these Into play Is beneficial
e

S&AWJ
DENVER COLO.

BARRED

OUT

COUNTRY GIRL IN

THE CITY

No Place for Him In Good Orchestra,
No Matter How Good Performer He Is.

She Comes for Study, Business and
Amusement, and Cant Be Ltft
Out of the Soolal Reckoning.

musicians are not

She cornea so generously, so eagerly,

Even

high-clas- s

In practical Jokes, with such diverse purposes, and with
that of seeinc Sir Walter Soott out on above Indulgence
a story told in Live such persistent. If seemingly Intermit
a stroll with his dogs; the scene be- according to Town
of the New York tent regularity, that It is impossible to
About
ing In the neighborhood of Abbots-ford- . Topics

yet the

COLUMN

IS

But played too oft they may
come a matter of serious import to
In Its broadthe player, using the-terest meaning. Nobody can dispute the
sincerity of the players in a big orchestra like the Philharmonic or the
Most of the
New York Symphony.
time they take their work seriously,
but sometimes the men break loose
and play tricks on one another, as
though they were youngsters In
school. Of course, the audience knows
nothing of these things; they're usuThe
ally perpetrated in rehearsals.
trick is the commonest.
The Joker scatters it where the bassoon and trombone players are likely to suck it up. The result is chokes
and sneezes. Sometimes the epidemic
reaches even Into the strings, but of
course the players on the wind Instruments get It worst As a matter of
fact, the Jokers are playing with Are.
"A confirmed sneezer can't get a Job
In a good orchestra, no matter how
good a performer he may be," said a
"Think of
consistent concert-goer- .
the effect of a rousing sneeze on a
pianissimo! Why, it would spoil a
whole concert, one sneeze would. A
conductor has to guard against a
sneeze as he does against inebriety."
be-

Sun.

leave her out of any serious social
reckoning.
She comes to study music, medicine.
millinery, art, archery, astrology, agriculture, atenography, sculpture, t the
danoe and the drama, hygiene and
handicrafts, osteopathy and the art of
conversation, journalism, theology, almost any and everything one can Imagine. Broadway, State street. Broad
street, all the great arteries of city
life and traffic continually are crowded with her and her fellows. She
comes looking for work as well as
education. And, alas, poor youngster,
she also comes looking for amuse-

ment

The teachers of art, music, commercial branches, all the thousand things
she studies, welcome her eagerly. So
to whose
do the more Jaded
custom-dulleperceptions she restores
a sharper edge. Many employers prefer her services for this very reason.
Socially, the normal girl from the
small town is famous for her flourishing. Ready, piquant, intensely alive,
vitally desirous of tasting life to the
utmost, she comes, sees and conquers
fresh social kingdoms yearly, She is
popular and prominent in the clubs,
the churches, the schools, the social
settlements, the work of the Young
Women's Christian association, the
MAKE FAST TIME ON SKATES trade and oraft organizations all the
rich and varied life of the city.
But the abnormal or subnormal girl
French Engineer's Invention Permits
from the small town, the jirl who, per- ,
of Speed of Over Thirty Miles
haps, motherless, perhaps carelessly-rearedsn Hour.
perhaps the victim of Innocent
A new form of roller skate, the In- Ignorance or sudden family disaster,
vention of M. Louis Marchand, a faces metropolitan conditions less ably
ah! that's another tale. The New
young French engineer, will shortly
be seen on this side, a large quantity Idea Woman's Magazine.
of them having been Imported for the
present season.
These skates, which resemble noth SHE GOT CHRISTMAS MONEY
ing move than miniature bicycles,
weigh 25 pounds each, and work au How Bill's Poor Wife Caught Him In
a Saloon and Obtained a Gentomatically.
They have thick pneuerous Contribution.
matic tires and the wheels, of which
there are two on each skate, are 12
Inches In diameter.
Now, this is a true story.
Bill is known everywhere as a
Thirty miles an hour can easily be
made by an unexperienced skater with "good fellow." He has his faults, but
these skates. The skate Is clamped his heart is in the right place that's
to the shoe, and when the foot is what everybody says. Nobody ever
raised a spring is automatically came to him for help and got turned
wound up around a specially construct
down. He had a family; none of our
ed gear attached to the rear wheel. crowd had ever seen his family, but
When the foot is put to the ground we knew he must be good to them,
the pressure releases the spring, un- even though be never did appear to
winds the gear, and revolves the rear go home.
wheel at a great rate. Nearly 900 revOne evening five or six good fellows
olutions a minute are thus produced.
were sitting In the back room of a
downtown saloon, and Bill was telling
a story. A woman entered. She had
What He Had to Say.
a dark shawl over her head and we
Every once In a while a new cam- couldn't see her face, but she came di
paign story yet bobs up In Washing rectly to our table. "Gentlemen," she
ton. This one is on Ralph Cole, Ohio said, "Christmas is coming, and I have
member of congress, who did his best nothing for the little ones. Can you
to make his district go Republican, but help?"
who cannot point to any particular
Of course it was Bill who responded
howling success in that regard. At first. He Jumped up and plunged his
one town in his district he was to di- hand into his pocket. We could hear
vide his time with a local spellbinder. the rustle of bills, and we knew that
The local man spoke first, and was to something more than mere silver had
have kept going for half an hour, but found its way Into the trembling hand.
he made it an hour and a half. When Bill was blushing when he came back
he got through he made an apology for to us. We were shamed lntfc offering
encroaching on Cole's time.
something, but he would have none of
"It reminds me," Cole said, as he it. 'He seemed confused-j- a
little
faced his audience, "of what I once ashamed of his charlty-4-bu-t
he
heard in a courtroom. The defendant wouldn't let us help. And it was just
bad been found guilty of a criminal like Bill to change the sutject and
charge. The Judge sentenced him to go right on with' his story.
IS years. 'Have you anything to say?'
And the woman? Oh, that as Bill s
demanded the court of the prisoner. wife. We found out later that that
"Nothing but this,' was the reply. 'I was about the only way spe could
think you're mighty damned liberal ever get any money out of him.- with another man's time.' "
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Then Cole turned loose and coaxed
back the departing audience by .the
flow of his wonderful oratory. Cin
Net Another Methuselah.
cinnati Times-Star- .
In an ancient burying ground at
Germantown, Pa., there is a stone
standing over a grace, on wiich is In"Snapping" the 'Caribou.
scribed: "In memory of Adaxi Shisler,
In this country when you see a who departed this life Deoember the
tree, you know perfectly well it Isn't a 23, 1777. Aged 969 years." I This in
tree; it's the horns of a caribou ly- scription never fails to stirtle the
ing down. An unusually large affair stranger seeing It for the Irst time,
of branches appeared on an Island la who thinks, perhaps, it is me record
I landed, of a latter-da- y
Methuselah! but the
the channel to Aylmer.
camera in hand; there was a tuft of fact Is, Shisler died when hi was sixty-herbage 30 yards from him; another nine
years old. The stone cutter
20 yards. I crawled to the first and got his Instructions mixed and he
made a snapshot; then,' flat as a rug, carved "96" as indicating he years
sneaked my way to the one I esti- Shisler had lived. Dlscovi ring his
mated at 20 yards. The click of the mistake, and possibly not Tilling to
camera alarmed the buck; he rose, suffer loss of labor, he effao id the "9"
tried the wind, then lay down again, with cement, and added ai other, "9"
Having after the "6," which would make the
giving me another glance.
used all the films, I now stood up. Inscription read "69 years,
After a
The caribou dashed away, and by a time the cement fell away and then
slight limp showed that he was in the figures "969" were left to tell
estimate their misleading story.
The
sanctuary.
proved too long; It was only 18 yards,
which put my picture a little out of
focus. Ernest Thompson Seton in
The Cloister and the Hearth."
Scribner's.
The variety of life, the vigor of action, the straightforward land easy
mastery displayed at every! step In evNew Style in Namea.
stage of the fiction, wotld of themRev. Dr. Henry van Dyke urges ery
selves be enough to place "The Clois
name
to
Americans
their
patriotic
ter and the Hearth" amoflg the very
children after the states and the namasterpieces of narrative;
this
in
respect, greatest
tion. He commends,
tender truthfulness of sym
Its
while
the South Americans, who use Columardor and deptn of feeling,
Its
pathy,
bia, America and many attractive the constant sweetness od its humor,
famous
of
names
derivatives
Latin
passion of Itslpathos, are
connected with the history of the the frequent
In which no othei tale of adqualities
The
western world.
president of venture so
and incident so
Ecuador has three daughters, and Inexhaustible stirring
to a mocan
pretend
they are called America; Qulta, the ment's comparison with It unless we
of
Ecuathe
of
capital
city
feminine
to risk la reference
are foolish
dor, and Castilla, after the ancient to the nameenough
sWlnborae.
of
Scott
race from which the Latins are proud
Years ago
to derive their origin.
Alabama, Mississippi, Missouri, InValue of Education
diana and other euphonious names
Did yore darter larn
Oatcake
Mrs.
Now
for
such a
were popular
girls.
name seldom is heard. A decline o'f ennything up tew boardii' school?
Mrs. Hayrlx She shoijs did. She
patriotism and state pride, thinks
larn'd tew 'predate th' klhd or board
Doctor van Dyke.
she glta tew home.
.

.
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Estray Advertisement
LOBBY
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following deSHORT "5RDER8 AND REGULAR DINNERS
scribed estray animal was taken up by
tu
M.
N.
LAtnam,
Tolar,
j.
OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
One bay horse, unbroken. THE BEST GOODS
about 3 years old, left hind foot white.
Branded
On left shoulder
Said animal being unknown to mis
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, ll said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F A A. M
Thursday, sleep at the eighth run.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
communiVisiting orothers always welcome
Regular
this
Board for the benefit of the
by
v the wigwam. E. E. Gehrlng,
owner when found.
cation flrg i aiul
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
sachem; W'aite H. Davis, chief ot
third Tbursda) m
Albuquerque, N. M.
recorda and collector of wampum,
each month. VisitFirst pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
ing brothers cor F. o. E. Meet first and third Tuesday
evenings each month, at Fraternal
dially invited. William H. Stapp, V.
Estray Advertisement
Uroinerhooa halt. Visiting Brothers
Notice la berebv eiven to whom It M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary.
are
may concern that the following de
cordially invited. B. F. McGulre,
scribed estray animal was taken up by LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
K. O. Ward, Secretary
President;
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
eo. M. Foe, Shamrock, N. M.
WALD LODGE NO. 545,
t:
One hrown nonv horse.
Jl Regular conclo.r- - second J. I.E.O.ROSEN
B
aout 12 or 14 years old.
Meet a every first TuesB.
Tuesds in each month at
Branded
month in the vestry
the
of
day
7:30
iu.
CD.
Masonic
p.
at
Timple
Ou right hip
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
S.
Charles
Tamme,
Boucher,
C;
Said animal belnif unknown tn this
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Kecorder.
inivted. Isaac
Appel,
before March 11. '11. aaiddatnhinirin LAS V EGA8 CHAPTER NO. 3, ROYAL
cordially
Sec--'
days after last appearance of this ad
Chas.
Greenclay,
President;
convoca
MASONS
ARCH
Regular
vertisement, said estray will be sold
retary.
tion first Monday in each
by this Board for the benefit nf th
owner when found.
month at Maeonlc Temple, KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
at 7:30 p. m. J. A.
Albuaueraue. NT M
H.
In O. R. C. ha'.l. Pioneer
(Jhas.
H.
P.;
Thursday
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
building. Visiting members are corSporleder, Secretary.
dially Invited. W. a. Tipton, G. K.;
NO.
LODGE
DORADO
EL
1,
Estray Advertisement
l
E. P, Mackel. P. 'S.
Notice la hereby given to whom it
OF
KNIGHTS
Meets
PYTHIAS
concern
may
tnat the following de- LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
every Monday even I. O. O.
si nDea estray animal was taken up by
Meets
Hall.
Castle
in
Monday evening at
every
ing
Francisco Salz, Las Colonias. N. M.
their hall on Sixth street. All visitVisiting Knights are
One red horse, two white
rore reet and one white hind foot,
ing Brethren cordially invited to atcordially invited.
Charles E. Lieb- tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
Branded
Chancellor
schnier,
Rogers, V. p.; T. M. Elwood, SecreOn left shoulder
Commander; Harry
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
Martin,' Keeper of
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Branded
'
On left hip
Records and Seal. LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD-ERgfff
Said animal bei o uu.uw nU VV lUAO
WOODMEN OF AMERICA
... BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
board, unless claims hv wt- Meets the second and fourth Tuesbefore March 11. n ,
UNION
OF
AMERICA
Meets first
'
wwiis j.v
days of each, month in the W. O. W.
""ir asi appearance of this ad- - and third Wednesdays of each
saia
will
be sold
hall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
.eiuseuiem,
estray
montn
at
Fraternal Brotherhood
jy this Board for the npnpnt nf fhn
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Vishail. A. E. Hayward, F. to.; W. A.
Jvvner when found.
neighbors are cordially Initing
CATTLE SANITARY
Glvens, Secretary. Visiting memBOARD.
vited.
Albufl'iArnim M M
bers cordially Invited.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, ;il.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
DENTISTS.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
F. R. LORD
Estray Advertisement
Notice is herebv erlvpn tn whnm i,
month at O. R. C. hall.
DENTIST
Visiting
may concern that the following d.
Brothers are cordially invited. J. K.
Office Pioneer Building
scribed estray animal
.. was taken ud bv
tr
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. ConRooms Z and 4
v.
j senomto.
iv. m.
cj, neau.
don, Secretary.
Ono White mnt-ohnnf 1 7
Office Phone Main 57
years oia.
Residence Phone 418
FRATERNAL
NO
BROTHERHOOD,
Branded
If
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
102 Meets every Monday night at
On left hip
DENTIST
Said animal hein?
their hall in the Schmidt building
l
Board, unless rlalmpri hv nono.
vest of Fountain Square, a eigb Suite 4, Crockett Building.
H.
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
phones at office and residence
o'clock. Visiting members are cor
uays aiier last appearance of this addially welcome. Fred Philips, presivertisement, . said fHtrnv
.
..
.
DUIU
ATTOUNEY8
j will
by this Board for the benefit of the
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C. Geo. H.
Hanker
Chester . Huake
owner wnen round.
Bally, Treasurer.
HUNKER & HUNKER
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
A 1 Klin HAMna
XT
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth
Attorneys at Law
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
erhood hall every second and fourth La. yegas.
New Mexico

RESTAURANT

ME

AND CAFE

To-wl- t:

DIRECTORY

To-wl-

Rut-ledg- e,

To-wl- t:

u'

To-Wi-

,

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Notice is herebv eiven in vhnm it
Notice la hereby given to whom it
may concern tnat the following de- may concern that the following deeoiray animal was taken up
estray ,animal was taken up by
nana uugan. ttlizabethtown. N iw by scribed
t:
Wagon Mound, N. M.
One roan mare, white spot J. Rafael Vald-izOne dun colored mare about
on right thigh and star in face.
7 years old.
Branded
On left thigh
On right hip
oaia animal neine- - iinimnwn tn ,hi
Branded
Board, unless claimed
On left shoulder
w
before March 11. '11. said da a how in
Branded
uajo aiter last appearance of this ad- ' On left
hip
vertisement, said estray will be sold
Said animal being unknown to this
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD.
before Dec. 18, 10, Bald date being 10
AlbuniiArniiA M
f
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11. days after last appearance of this advertisement, Bald estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estrav Adverti
when found.
Notice is herebv eiven tn whnm tt owner
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11.
may concern that the fnlinminoscribvd estray animal was taken up by
ouiero j. jjiainanez, mo Pueblo, N. M.
Estray Advertisement
One 2 year old dehorned,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
dun colored cow.
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
On right riba
J. S. Lopez, Solano, N. M,
One sorrel horse, about 15
bald animal beinsr nnknnam tn thin
Board, unless claimed hv nvwr (in tT years old.
Branded
before March 11. '11. said datA hnlnp- in
On left, shoulder
l
uaye arter last appearance of this ad
Branded
vertisement, said estrav will he nnid
by this Board for the benefit of the
On right hip
owner wnen found.
Branded
'
mgm
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
On right shoulder
f'
Albuquerque, N. M.
Said animal being unknown to uiu
First puib. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, '11
Board, unless claimed by owner on r
before March 11, '11, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
days after last appearance of this aa
Notice la hereby given to whom It vertisement, said estray will be sold
may concern that the following de by this Board for the benefit of the
scribed estray animal was taken up by owner when found.
.
DTancisco saiz, las Colonias, N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
One black horse, one white
Albuquerque, N. M.
n nd foot, one ear marked.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub .Feb. 28, '11.
Branded
fj"
On left hip
NOTICE OF SALE
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Territory of New Mexico,
before March 11, '11, said date being 10 County of San Miguel.
days after last appearance of this ad
In the District Court.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the Charles Ilfeld Company, Plaintiff.
owner when found.'
vs- No. 6970
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Solomon Jacoby and
Albuquerque, N. M.
Goldberg, Defendants.
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, 11.
Notke is hereby, given that the
undersigned, sheriff of the County
Estray Advertisement
Notice U hereby given to whom It of San Miguel, pursuant to a judgmay concern that the following de- ment rendered on the 15th day of
scribed estray animal was taken up by
February, A. ID., 1911, In favor of
Nathan Hall, water Canyon, N. M.
above named plaintiff and against
the
One cow.
r
the above named defendants. In that
Branded
'
,
ic'ZS certain cause of action numbered
On left ribs
Said animal being unknown to this 6970 on the civil docket" of the disBoard, unless claimed by owner on or trict court of San
Miguel county,
before March 11, 11, said date being 10
daye after last appearance of this ad wherein the Charles,, Ilfeld Company
vertisement, said estray will be sold was plaintiff and Solomon Jacoby and
by this Board for the benefit of the
Goldberg were defend
owner when found.
ants, which said suit was based upon
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
an account stated, between the" plain-ti- ll
Albuquerque, N. M.
and defendants, will, on the 15th
First pub. Feb. 17, last pub.Feb. 28, 11.
To-wi-

To-wi- t:
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To-wi- t:

ur-na- ea

fj

To-wi- t:

To-wl-

t$

To-wi- t:

-

'

1

-

day of April, A. D., 1911, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon of said day,
at the front door of the store building on the Mora road, In the City of
Las Vegas, in said county and territory, wherein the above named defendants were on the 25th day of
January, A. D., 1911, conducting a
general merchandise business, sell to
the highest bidder for cash, the stock
of merchandise and all the things,
articles, wagons and horses, taken In
to the possession of the undersigned,
as such sheriff, on the 25th day of
January, A. D., 1911, under and by
virtue of a writ of attachment sued
out by the above named plaintiff in
said action; that a full inventory or.
schedule of said property so attached
is contained In the return of the
sheriff upon said writ of attachment,
filed in the office of the clerk of said
district court on the 9 th day of
A. D., 1911; that said
judgment was rendered) In favor of the
said plaintiff and against said defendants for the eum of one thousand
four hundred
sixty-si0
and
(1466.57) dollars, and the costs of
this action, amounting td the sum of
0
sixty nine and
(J69.75) dollars; that on the said 15th day of
April, A. D., 1911, there will be due
and owing from the defendants to the
plaintiff the sum of one thousand
four hundred eighty-on- e
0
and
($1481.24) dollars, interest included
to said date, together with the said
sum of sixty-nin- e
and 0
($69.75)
dollars costs of this action and the
costs of this sale.
Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 20, 1911.
Feb-ruar-

57-10-

SECUNDINO

Feb.

ROMERO,

Sheriff.

Backache, Rheumatism, Sleeplessness
Result from disordered kidneys. Pol-e- y
Kidney Pills have helped others,
they will help you. Mrs. J. B. Miller,
Syracuse, N. Y says: "For a long
time I suffered with kidney trouble
and rheumatism. I had severe back-ache-s
and felt all played out After
taking two bottles of Foley Kidney
Pills my backache is gone and where
I used to He awake
with rheumatic
pains I now sleep In comfort Foley
Kidney Pills did wonderful
me - Try them now. O. G.things for
Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
When her child Is in danger a wc
.
.
..
man- will rfcair
t,A
" n io
NO great act Of bnrnlam n- - protect .,.it
is necessary to protect a child from
croup Give Chamberlain's
Cough

rnfL'v
oit7 vj

adanKer

an

uruKgiBtg,

1

avoided- -
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WEDDING UNITES

FOUR SUGAR

I Politics and I ERECT MEMORIAL
I Politicians, i

10

LATE QUEEN

'TIS PkNNY WISE
AND POUND FOOLISH
,

Guthire, Okla.,. has Adopted the com
mission form of government.
ine recent primary campaign for
the mayoralty nomination in Chicago
HAVEM EYER
HORACE
TAKES Is said to have cost the candidates a MIDDLE OF MAY
SELECTED FOR
total of more than $1,000,000.
MISS DORIS ANNA DICK AS
FORMAL UNVEILING OF MAGMr. Business man to practice economy by ha ring your letter heads, bills, enveThe Ohio legislature has passed a
BRIDE
HIS
i
NIFICENT STATUE
measure, which provides that candi
lopes, etc., printed on cheap paper and by old fashioned methods. As a man is
dates for the judiciary shall be elected
often judged by the clothes he wears, so his business is likely to be judged in the
New York, Feb. 28. iSociety turned
on nonpartisan ballots.
London, Feb. 28. The middle of
same way by the quality and appearance of the stationary that comes from his
out in force today for the wedding
Henry F. Lippit, wbo succeeds Nel-- May has been selected as the time for
office.
of Miss Doris Anna Dick, daughter of
Our plant is equipped with eTery modern device known to the printer's
B. Aldrich in the United States
unveiling the National Memorial to
Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry
Dick, .and senate. Is one
for
the
art
production of high grade work. We are prepared to turn out same
of the foremost cotton
'
sou of Mrs.
Queen Victoria, which It has taken
Horace Havemeyer,
on short notice. We respectfully solicit your patronage,
manufacturers
In New England.
The ceremony took
0- Havemeyer.
more than five years to build in the
Congressman Iioenides F. Living
Church
in
of the Incarna- the
place
ston of Georgia, w hose service In the great circular 6pace in front of Buck; tion.
lower house ends March' 4, has launch ingham palace created and beautified
Tliia marriage unites four families,
ed his candidacy for the United States by the art of Sir Anton Webb. No
; all prominent
in the sugar industry.
more apropriate time for the unvellin?
senate.
of the memorial could have been seMiss
Mr. Havemeyer's mather was
A movement is said to be under way
i
lected. The impressive exercises in
Louisine Waldron Elder; Miss Dick's
by certain democrats to nominate exhonor of the memory of "Victoria the
j
mother was Miss Julia Theodora Governor
Folk of Missouri for Preal- jiollen Haur of Brooklyn.
dent and Governor Fose of Massachu- Good" will form a fitting prelude to
'
Mr. Havemeyer was born
the brilliant ceremonies of the coro
in this setts for vice
president.
nation of her grandson that will fol
city in 1886 and in 1903 became as-- '
Chicago pays her, mayor $18,000 a low
a month later.
sotiated with the firm of Havemeyer
year, which is considerably more than
On the death of his father
of the royalties of Europe are
& Eld r.
Many
the salary received by the governor of
to attend the unveiling. The colonial
In iao he was elected to fill the
any of the states, with the single expremiers and other statesmen who
place on the board of: directors ception of New York.
are to attend the Imperial conference COOK PORK WELL
of the American Sugar Kefining
Among the cities that are expected
FIGHTS SCHEDULED FOR
which he held until last Jan-- . to
bid for one or the other of the na- beginning at the end of May will also
have
a
TONIGHT
in
when
exercises.
he
the
He
now
part
is
uary,
resigned.
tional political conventions next year
'
The Queen Victoria memorial ha
and director in the are
YOU'LL
OR
SUFFER
Chicago, St. Louis, Baltimore, been
spoken of as the "Dreadnought
eastern terminal of Brooklyn, vice- - Kansas
City, Denver and Cincinnati. or
monuments. From, start to
director
and
great
of
Brookthe
president
Representative Samuel W. McCall
Jimmy Gardner vs. Tommy Quill,
i lyn Elevator and
Milling company, a of Massachusetts, author of the house flnisih the builders have kept the idea DANGER OF TRICHINOSIS FROM 12
rounds, at Boston, Mass.
'
EATING IT RAW INFECTED
director in the
Sugar bill to put the Canadian trade agree of the durability of the monument in
Freddie
Daniels vs. Mickey SheriWITH PARASITE
mind. TSvery brick in the deen fourt
THAT BEAUTIFUL AND REALISTIC
and the
Trinidad
) company
Sugar ment into effect, is one of the veteran
dan, 15 rounds, at St. Joseph, Mo.
dationa
in
'
and
block
of
marble
every
Company.
Lew Powell vs. Frankie Burns, 20
members of congress, having served
COMEDY OF MODERN LIFE
Cases of illness sometimes occur
the massive superstructure was' care
Miss Dick is twenty, was born in
"
at San FranciBCO.
rounds,
continuously since 1892.
or
Insufficientfrom
uncooked
eating
fully examined and pronounced per
Brooklyn, but now lives at No. 20
The Swedish-America- n
Jim
vs. Con O'Kelly, 10
Barry
Republican fect before It was put in place. The ly ccoked pork which is infested with
'
street She is a New league of Illinois, which has
East, Fifty-thir- d
at
N. Y.
been an
rounds,
Syracuse,
monument as it stands complet d microscopic parasite
commonly
York belle of extreme popularity.
Con
vs.
influential factor in the politics of that great
Jack
Comisky
Burns, 15
the
ed represents more than 2,000 tons known as trichina or flesh-worMiss Dick's attendants were Mrs. state for
at Muskogee, Okla.
rounds,
many years, will hold its an of
scientific name being Trichinella spirmarble, masonry and granite.
J. W atson Webb, a sister of Mr. Have- - nual convention in
Bay Temple vs. Frank Madole,
t
on
Hloomington
alis. An average of 1 or 2 per cent
Colossal
is
word
the
an
only
giving
A.
Miss
Julia
own
her
Dick,
nieyer;
at Pittsburg, Pa.
March 9.
rounds,
adequate conception of the size ami of the hogs slaughtered in the UniteJ
Miss Alice Dickson, " Miss
sister;
Griffin vs. Young Ahem,
Charley
The democrats and republicans of
States
are infested with this parasite. 10
imposing appearance of the monuElizabeth Bacon, Miss Lisa Stillman, Michigan hold their
at Albany, N. Y.
rounds,
state conventions
When transmitted to human beings
Miss Eleanor Hastings,
Miss Ruth this week to name candidates for two ment The memorial as a whole consists of a vast artistic framework that trichinae may cause serious illness,
Adams and Miss Hanrie Ferry.
regents of the University of Michigan, includes so
WED IN DOMINION CAPITAL
many works of art that sometimes resulting in death. Out of
M.
Stephen
Edgell acted as Mr. two justices of the suiweme court and
about
of
cases
15,000
Feb. 28. Many
re
Ont.,
trichinosis
their
Ottawa,
and
execution
alone
conception
Havemeyer's best man and the usher? several other minor state officers.
in medical literature, most of guests from out of town attended the
corded
have
filled
a
half
man's
might
busy
included Peter H. B. Frelinghuyscn,
Acording to the latest count there working lifetime. There are numer which occurred in Europe, 8,10 re- - wedding of Miss Claudia Bate and
brother-in-law- ;
Mr. Havemeyer's
El- - are now 114
By EDWARD LOCKE
American cities under ous statues and low reliefs in both ulted fatally.
Mr. Frederick Peters in All Sainta
liot Cross; Harry T. Peters; Charles
trie commission plan of government marble and bronze, to say
church
The
bride
is
No
metihod
tha
today.
of
inspection has yet
I H.
nothing of
Musical Theme by Joseph. Carl Breil
Jackson, William K. Dick, L, C. and the number is being added to althe great, flights of steps, the magni- been devised by which the presence daughter of the late Lieutenant- W.
Burden
and most daily. Illinois, which had no
Havermeyer, Joseph
Colonel
H.
Allan
Bate
and
Mrs.
or
absence
of
trichinae in pork can
Bate,
ficent fountain basins, the retaining
J. Watson Webb.
commission cities six months ago, wall, the
of Sir Henry
granddaughter
be determined with certainty, and the and
piers and bases.
now has more than a dozen.
The central figure, of course. Is the government meat, inspection does not Bate. The bridegroom is the son of
"THE CLIMAX"
Colonel and Mrs. Peters of Victoria,
The . legislature of Iowa has voted statue of the
queen, who is presented include inspection for this parasite. B. C.
A PLAY OF SWEETNESS, CHEERFULNESS
"The Climax," which comes to the to adopt the Oregon senatorial priwith charactertistic dignity. The sta All persons are accordingly warned by
Duncan on Thursday night is a simple mary plan, which
AND STRENGTH
provides that can- tue is of marble and is IS
feet the United StateDerartnient of Agrand pretty little play that never fails didates
for ' the legislature
either high. Forming the background for iculture not to "eat pork, or sau'-nto make an impression on even the
pledge themselves to vote for the peo- the
statue is a great marble containing pork, whether or not Jt SKIN AND SCALP TROUBLES
It is ple's choice for United States sen- base queen's
;most indifferent theater-goer- .
been inspected by federal, stHte
surmounted by a bronze figure
Y1ELDT0ZEM0
particularly attractive to lovers of ator or declare expressly that they of "Victory" twelve feet In height. or municipal authorities, until after
SEAT SALE Murphey's and Schaefer 's Drug Stores.
( music as
the heroine is a girl, who will not be bound by such choice.
it
has
been
cooked.
as
properly
stand
"Courage" and 'Constancy"
the
has a wonderful voice and has
The filibuster recently conducted j attendant and contributory
A temperature of about 160 degrees A CLEAN
PREPARATION
PRICES $1.50, $1.00 and 75c.
figures.
promise of a great career. Her dream in the house by Representative Mann, At the opposite end, looking toward Fahrenheit kills the parasite, thereFOR EXTERNAL USE
rudely, cruelly broken, and that although it was a stubborn and spec- the palace which in London was the' fore pork when properly cooked until
forms the big dramatic moment of the tacular contest, was
not a record-breake- r queen's official home, is the imposing It becomes white and is no longer red
The O. G. Schaefer Drug Store Is
story and is told in a rarely sympatin point of duration. Senator group of "Motherhood."
To
thu in color in &11 portions of the piece, so confident that ZEMO will rid the
hetic and appealing way. Of course Quay of Pennsylvania once made a mbt and left stand the marble
groups at the center as well as near the sur- skin or acalp of infants or grown perit ends happily, but there Is never a
face. Drysalt pork, pickel pork, and sons of pimples, blackheads, dandruff,
speech which lasted more than a represent'ng "Justice" and "Truth."
minute when the play is not natural, week, and Senator Morgan
of AlaFrom the great circular platform smoked pork previously salted or pick- eczema, prickly heat, rashes, hives,
Jbsorbing and well worth while. The bama spoke three days against the of granite, whicih is approached ly led, providing the curing is thorough, ivy poison or any other form of skin
characters are drawn with skill and Panama Canal Bill. Another notable steps of
stately breadth and comfort- are practically safe so far as trichi- or scalp eruption, that they will give
move in and out of a very
human filibuster was that conducted by Sen- able shallowness, the spectator may nosis is concerned, but as the thor- your money back If you are not enL. R.
OrFERS
tory. There isn't a grain of trash In ator Carter and Senator Gallinger in see below the vast water basins fed oughness of the curing Is not always tirely satisfied 'with the results obthe Fifty-nintsingle line of "The Climax."
congress. The two by fountains on the northern and certain, such meat should also be tained from the use of ZEMO.
The first application will give
senators spoke several days against southern sides. On pedestals flanking cooked before it is eaten.
A pamphlet giving Information en prompt relief and show an improve
the "hours of work" bill, and succeed- the steps, front and back, are great
where
ed in defeating the measure.
Pro- the subject may be obtained on ap- ment and in every instance
groups In bronze of Peace,
AS PRESENTED
gress," "Manufactures" and "Agricul- plication to the Secretary of Agricul- used persistently, will "destroy the
THE
In a
germ life, leaving the skin
ture." Over the fountains arches are ture, Washington, D. C.
MINING INSTITUTE
CANADIAN
PERFORMANCES
''
condition.
clean,
healthy
"Bravecolossal
representing
figures
28. Many
visitors
Quebec, Feb.
.IN
reIN
us
show
A
DAY
Let
some
ONE
of
CURE
TO
COLD
you
proof
lave arrived in the city for the an- ry" and "Intelligence," symbolizing
cures
markable
ZEMO
made
LAXATIVE
and
, BROMO
Take
by
and
and
Quinine
science
and
the
navy
army
nual meeting of the Canadian Mining
booklet Eow to preCHICAGO
give you a ?
Institute. The meeting will begin its the arte. The retaining wall is enrich- rails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
II
serve
If
skin.
It
the
refund
money
Druggists
sessions at the Chateau Frontfenac to- ed with many bronze panels symlbolliz-n0, G, Schaefer Drug Store.
fure Is on each box, 25c,
England's, maritime supremacy,
morrow and continue until Saturday,
.
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DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Thursday, March 2nd

Cuban-America-

n
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15he

CLIMAX

J
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DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

Friday, March 3
WILLARD

The Favorite fiusical Triumph

h

SHE GOT

WHATSHE

'TIME
UliuillL

slgna-Tablet-

WANTED

g

Woman Had to Insist
Strongly, but it Paid

MASTERPIECE OF

Chicago, 111.
pa ,ie weakness

Hough, 'Adams & Howard

suffered fromafe- ana stonmcu uuuu o,
ana 1 went to ine
store to get a bottle
of Lydia E.

"I

Compound,
clerk did not want
to let me have it-- he
said It was no
good and wanted me
to try something
else, but knowing

it

1

mm m am--

in-

pe-ili- ar

fe-W-

PLACE.

made
fenator
presi-puhl- i-

lie in- -

lanion
at

al- -

blence

kttack

AND

THE

Vegetable
but the

sisted and finally
got it, and 1 am so
did, for it has cured me,
pi"I Iknow
of so manv cases where WO
'ton have been cured
by Lydia E. Pink-W- s
Vegetable Compound that I can
ay to every suffering woman if that
iWKucine
does not neip ner, mere
Ftune that will." Mrs. jajsjstzjs.1,
pMArchSt.. Chicago, 111.
I This is the
age of substitution, and
rumen who want a cure snoum iubibh
torn
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
ompound just as this woman did, and
Jot accept
something else on which the
pggist can make a little more profit.
Women who are passing through this
pitical period or who are Buffering
fan any of those distressing ills
to their sex should not lose sight
jf the fact that for
thirty years Lydia
h Hnkham's Vegetable Compound,
Mch is made from roots and herbs,
fs been the standard remedy for e
ills. In almost every community
N will find women wh6 have been
Fored to health by Lydia E. Pink,
ko's Vegetable Compound.
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STELLAR CAST WITH

GEO EBNER
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SEAT SALE
PRICES
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BY THE FAMOUS

PENNANT WINNING BEAUTY CHORUS

M.

ut- -

Murphey'i and Schaefer's Drug Stores.
$150, $100 and 75c,
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comes to the Duncan on Friday night is laid in the mountains of Virginia, at a "rest
Th scene of "The Time, The
have fled from the result of an escapade of Cunningham's in a gambling house
"
happy Johnny Hicks and his pal, Tom Cunningham,
TBoston The complexities of the plot occur while the "rest ture" is in a state of quarantine with all the servants absent. The guests are il
some of them. Of course, there is a pretty love story. The pro-Ar"d'0
the wortc themselves a condition that inspires mutiny among
crowd
of
and
liveliest
girls that ever were gathered Into one company. Messm Ad-- c
Is
the
prettiest
is unusually artistic and the chorus
authors of the play, and the music i by Joseph H. Howard and Ned Weyburn pro ced the twelve musical numbers.

Try an Ad. in The Optm'
"Want Columns"

bed it
Lang

at

he Girl
snor hia
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LOCAL NEWS

LEIJT BEG1HST0M0RR0W
We are fully prepared to furnish your
table with everything necessary to
properly observe the season
We have imported and domestic in great variety

Several Grades of Cod Fish
Salmon in Brine
Mackeral
Medium, small and large.

-

White Fish, Herring, Anchdvies, Fire Fish
and over 20 different varieties of Sardines
and Canned Fish to select from at
1

TUr QTflPr TUAT'C

E mil

jiuiil

Al

UMVC QIICV

nmnio uujij

Mini 0

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn. Corn Chops
-

AND

"OUR PRIDE FLOUR"
)

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone Main

ft)

No--

iong waits at Nolette's barber

shop.

i

Old Crow sold over
EuffeC

131

(a)

ESTABLISHED ;187.6

if

the bar at Long's
$1.50

.

j

e

CHIEF range
ABSOLUTE-

HIMUHT

1 -

'

' "

1

LY GUARANTEED

Extra
Good

111

Bridge Street.

j3

Realizing that delay would greatly
Automobile, carriage and sign increase the difficulty in opening its
painting by a practical painter. 429 tracks the Las Vegas Transit comGrand avenue.
pany sent cars out over its lines early,
this morning. The cars "made their
Secretary George Fitzsimmo'ns of way over the
d
tracks .with
the Y. M. C. A. is suffering from an difficulty. The Sixth street hill provattack of the grip.
ed the biggest obstacle. Men with
brooms were placed on the fenders of
Complete gasoline lighting genera the .cars to brush the snow from in
tor and rlre lights, for sale cheap. front of the wheels. Even with this
Call at White Kitchen.
process in operation, however, the
cars were obliged to back up and get
A delightful bridge party waa given a
fresh start every few feet The
last night by the Commercial club in transit company got its lines open earIts handsome quarters in the Masonic
ly and furnished good service throughTemple.
out the day.

NOTipE OF DISSOLUTION
Notice is hereby given that the
partnership existing between O. A.
Suller and .William Whalen doing
business under the firm name of the
Las Vegas", Auto and Machine Tympany has been dissolved. Mr. Sulier
retired from the business Febraary
16, Mr. Whalen acquiring full ownership. The business will be continued
under the same name by Mr. Whalen, who assumes the
company's
business and to whom all accounts
contracted on and after February 1G,
1911, are payable. No contracts entered into or Indebtedness incurred after
the above date will be honored unless approved by the undersigned.
Half of the sirla in Las Veeas have
WILLIAM WHALEN.
Best draught beer in the city, at
awora off on candy during Lent. How the Lobby, of course.
many of them will persevere until
THIS WILL INTEREST MOTHERS
Easter?
Several prominent Las Vegas citiMother Gray's Sweet Powders for
zens have decided to swear off on Children, a certain relief for
Regular $1.35 books for 50 cents their favorite amusements
during
headache, bad stomach, teethat Murphey's.
Lent. Harry W. Kelly has decided to ing disorders, move and
regulate the
cut out aeroplaning until Easter Sun- bowels and destroy worma
They
A marriage license was Issued at
day. E. G. Murphey says he won't break up colds In 24 hours. They are
the court house yesterday to Matias chew a
O.
of
gum. P.
single piece
so pleaasnt to the taste children like
Herrera, aged 35, of Amenta, and Blood will not talk politics. Charles
them. Over 10,000 testimonials. Used
Bersabel Salazar, aged 19, of Gonzales. Trumbull will
give up motoring. A. (by mothers for 22 years.
They neve
M. Hammond will not argue
about fail. Sold toy all
druggists, 25c. SamWe are closing out 6ilk dress trim
Bob Kane, the Castaneda
anything.
mailed FREE. Address Allen S.
ming at coat, up to date in every re day clerk, will try hard to cut out ple
Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
spect. Ladies interested will save yachting. F. H. Pierce will
quit havmoney by buying now. ROMERO ing explosion in his kitchen.
MERCANTILE CO.
TAFT APPROVES SENTENCE
Feb. 28. All possibil-- , will
Washington,
on
the
go
The members of the Spring Chicken water
ity of a second trial of Captin Guy H.
wa"on.
crowd enjoyed a dance
B. Smith, fourth infantry, U. S. A.,
yesterday
evening in the O. R. C. 'hall This Is
Late copyright books for sale at who was dishonorobaly dismissed from
the second dance given by the club 50c
the army after a secret
l,
each at Murphey's.
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Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
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FINE PINK AZALEAS
JUSTCOMINGINTO BLOOM

Worth About $3.50 Each

Perry Onion &; Son
Ranch Phone 276.
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Laundered Nicely

GO TO
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JERSEY CREAM

FLOUR

BREAD of all kinds

Pan

Cinamon
Crescent
Poppy Seed
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CAKES, Layer

Angel Food

Gold, Loaf
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Best on Earth

COOKIES, Sugar

' Ginger, Cocoanut
Cup, Fruit
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Macaroons
Kisses, Pies

We Always Have the Best of Everything Eatable at

1. H.

Graaf & Hayward Co. Store

SMS.

PURE THINGS TO EAT.
5
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50

sale at Murphey's,

$1.35

books

cents.
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GREENBERGER
Square Deal"

A

$2.00
Each for
These

Tables
Johnson

For strength and interesting qualities in dramatic form, there is nothing
to surpass the coming presentation of

the well known New York success,
"The Squaw Man" In which John C.
Livingstone will appear at the Duncan
opera house on the night of March 8.
Having completed ,its schedule for
the season, the High School girls'
basketball team has disbanded. The
team claims "the high school girls
championship of the territory.
Tony

Faust Budweiser, beer is
at tne upera bar and is one
.

on Tap
of the finest draft beers served over
'
;
any bar in the city.

&

Son

Hoosier Agents.

TJnxndl
5CREENED
Anthracite Coal, all sizes."

eSL LUMP
Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

O. W. CONDON
Foot of Main St.

,

-

Phone Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Matin 227,

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Goods Cajlecffor and Delivered

Work Guaranteed Satisfactory

All
.'.

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450

'

614 Lincoln Avenue

QUEEN
OLIVES

.

30c Per Pint

YOU BEG

The buyer to take your article or property when you have but one
bidder, and even then you sell at a lower price than you had expected to get
,
Get many bidders whjar anSious to buy what you have to sell-- get
bidders into line waiting their turn, and you will,
get full value
for the' thing you offer to sell and you will get a
quick sale as well.
The Optic Want Ad. when properly worded and
before the subscribers of The Optic daily, will bring customers put
to your door, to
buy what you advertise.
,

"

Wine, Raisen

'

BULK

CREAM LOAF AND

Graaf & Hay ward Co. Store
Rolls,

Ederheimer, Stein & Co.

court-martia-

f.

A FEW

FOR THE
BEST OF

We will be pleas
ed to show you.

fever-ishnee-

Wool Blankets

First National Bank

462,

Suits in dark or
light shades with
one or two pairs of
pants.

"

Your

The

Store Phone Main

Clothes
for Boys

LUO WIQ WM. ILFELO

Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan
cy gowns. 1017 Tllden- - Telephone
Main 357.

o
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sive spring purchase
of

I

Cash or easy payments
Phone Main 379
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book

Deputy Sheriff Enrique Sena la
with an attack of grippe.
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We have just' re
ceived a large ship-
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Ever Offered

1

Book sale at Murphey's.
for 53 cents.
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BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

Advertise all miscellaneous items of every kind in The
and you will be surprised to see how easily you can Optic
find
an immediate market and at such little cost- - Each Want Ad. is
an opportunity look for them in The Optic. Telephone your Want
Ads. to The Optic. PHONES MAIN 2.

